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ABSTFA,CT

This thesis is an exploratory study of the feminist

dystopia--a gienre that has become an increasingly popular mode of

discourse for the female writer. I look at those issues

collectively foregrounded by four feminist dystopias: Margaret

Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale, Suzette Elgin's Native Tonque, Zoe

Fairbairns's Benefits, and Sheri Tepper's The Gate to Women's

Country, in attempts to define the genre. fn addition, I reject
the traditional subsumption of the female by male classification
systems in positing that the feminist dystopia is a distinct
generic categ'ory from the dystopia--a genre stil1 defined by

reference to a male lineage.

fn keeping with the feminist dystopia, s concerns wíth

women's issues, and presenting the rrconstraintsrr of usually
total-itarianistic worlds, I approach these texts from a

feminist mult,idisciplinary stance .

My thesis concludes with the assert.ion that the feminist

dystopia is an ultimately empowering mode of discourse for the

female writer in that it allows her to appropriate the three

traditionally male roles of politician, prophet, and science

fiction writer.
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TNTRODUCTÏON

Science Fj-ction has long been a male-dominated genre.

Although it has been argued that Mary Shelley's Frankenstein is

one of the earliest works of science fiction, it was not until

the late l-960's--with.the arrival of Ursula Le Guin and Marion

Zimmer Bradley--that the female writer of science fiction was

deemed a competent spokesperson for the genre. Because the

dystopia is a sub-genre of science fiction (Suvin 1,44) , it is not

surprising that here too the male voice has predominated. Most

scholars, in defining the genre, make reference to its male

progenitors and lineage: Orwe11, Huxley, Zamiatin, Bradbury and

Vonnegut. My general purpose in this thesis is to draw attention

to the fact that there are female writers who have used this mode

of discourse, and my specific purpose is to híghlight the

distinct.ive nature of their contribution.

The dystopia, âs defined by Lyman Tower Sargent in his

Introduction to British and American Utopian Literature, 151-6-

1-985: An Annotated Chronoloqical Biblioqraphy, presents rra non-

existent society described in considerable detail that the author

intended a contemporaneous reader to view as considerably $rorse

than the society in which that reader Iived" (xii). Certainly,

feminist dystopias--and by this I mean those dystopias which

foreground the horrors inherent in Lhe female plight of

subservience--deal with many of the same issues that

traditionally characteríze the genre: the plight of the

individual in the face of the dystopic collective, the corrupt.ing
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influences of totalitarianism, and the relat,ionship between the

world-view presented in the dyst.opia to the society in which the

author l-ives. Feminist writ,ers of dystopia, however, deal with

these issues from a more "realistic" slant and with a greater

sense of urgency.

In her extensive study of feminist speculative fiction,

Marleen Barr has shown that. both the utopia and dystopia are

conducive to the feminist cause in the sense that they are

visionary and empowering genres. These genres aIlow otherwise

silenced female voices t.o envision' and create their own futures.

Feminist ut.opian writers transcend current patriarchal

restrictions by presenting visions of sexual equality and

freedom, while feminist dystopian writers act as prophet.s of

doom, reminding their readers of the need for change by

presenting patriarchy in its most repressive manifestations. Not

surprisingly, then, w€ see an increasingly large number of

speculative fictions during times of overt commitment to the

tenets of feminism, âs in the twent.ieth century. The feminist

utopia, however, has received much more scholarly attention than

its "nightmare cousin" (Walsh l-5). Numerous critics have focused

on feminist utopian fiction, while no study, to my knowledge,

focuses exclusively or substantially on the concerns of the

feminist dystopia.

This thesis looks at four dystopias written by women:

MargareL Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale, Suzette Elgin's Native

T.ærc., Zoe Fairbairns's Benefíts, and Sheri Tepper's The Gate to
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Women's Countrv. All these texts with the exception of Benefits,
published in 1979, vùere published during the 19BOs, ât a time of
increasing interest in women's rights issues.

lvty critical approach to these texts reflects both the

poritical focus that generally charact.erízes the dystopia and

what r see as the major agenda of the feminist dystopia: to give

voice to the marginalized and to promote a sense of solidarity.
Because the marginalized in the feminist dystopia is gendered as

woman, my way of reading these texts mainly involves showing how

the issues they address accord with añd concretely dramatize

f eminist. t.heory.

Because a related concern of the feminist dystopia is to
counteract the idea that woman can be reduced to a single
function, ffiy critical methodology also has a multidisciplinary
character. In interpreting these texts, I draw upon research

from a variety of disciplines including psychology, sociology,

philosophy, anthropology, and biology.

My choice of feminist dystopias also accords with these

concerns, in that the authors come from three different
countries: Canada (Atwood) , United States (Tepper and Elgin) , and

Britain (Fairbairns). Due to a lack of resources, r was unable

to include an eastern, or third world, representative of the

genre. rn minor compensation for this exclusion, r have chosen

two authors not well-known in^ l-iterary circles: few readers--
especially in North America--are familiar with the work of zoe

Fairbairns, while suzette Haden Elgin is known more for her
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contributions to linguistics than to literature.

The thesis is divided into three chapt.ers, each of which

deals with an issue that the four authors collectively seem to

foreground. In determining the order of priority of these

issues, Ry method has been to begin with the most basic and then

to move to the progressively more complex. Thus in.Chapter 1 my

focus is on women's reduction to procreative vessel,' in Chapter 2

I focus on women's policing of one another,' and. in Chapter 3, I

look at the means used by women to cope with and rebel against

oppressive circumstances. These chapters are followed by a

concl-usion in which I attempt to address some of the larger

cultural implications of women's contribution to the dystopic

genre and of the greater attention given to the utopia.
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CI{APTER 7: WOÈ,Iil^l:I AS BODY

f entered the laboratory I saw rabbits,
mice, rats, monkeys in stainless steel cages. I
felt like an imposter. The biologist and the
technician spoke to me as though I were one of
them. But I was one of the animals.

Genoveffa Corea
"Egg Snatchers"

(qtd. in Barr 1,32)

One of the definj-ng characteristics of the dyst.opj-a is that
genre's emphasis on depersonalization. Authors of dystopia rely
on various tactics in their presentation of worlds where

individual will is sacrificed to accommodate the common good.

Often, for example, dystopj-an writers replace their characters,

names with numbers. For instance, in Eugene Zamiatin,s dystopia

W€, t.he narrator is identified only as t'D-5O3rt; the pivoLal agent.

in the unificat.ion plot of the two artificial intelligences in
William Gibson's Neuromancer is "Lady 3,Iane,rt and Gibson,s mal_e

prot.agonist retains the generic name of rtCase.tr The forced

repression and denial of individualit.y in dystopic societies
results in people being viewed as "interchangeable parts in the

funct.ioning of society" (Walsh L44) .

Feminist. writers of dystopia rely on similar strategies t.o

express the dangers of a world where individuality is sacrj-ficed

for the good of the state. They differ, however, in one

significant aspect: for feminist writers of dystopia,

depersonalization becomes fundamentally linked to the patriarchal
reduction of women to a mere body withtruterus and breasts"
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(Rich, On T-,ies 77) . Accordingly, v/oman's reduction to "breeding
vessel" in these narratives is present.ed less as extrapolation

and more as a highlighting and condemnation of existent

patriarchal pract.ice. Rooted in the ,fudeo-Christian tradition,

the practice dates back to Genesis and God's infliction of rrgreaL

pain" or peona magna on womankind as a result of Eve's

disobedience: rrin sorrow thou shalt bring forth children; and thy

desire sha77 be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee't

(Gen. 3:l-6).

Elgin's Native Tongue, Fairbairns's Benefits, Atwood's The

Handmaid's Ta1e, and Tepper's The Gate to Women's Country all

foreground the politics of reproduction in an attempt to explore

both aspects of t.he curse: the view of woman as "breeding vessel"

and as domestic servant. In each of these texts the multiple

ramifications of patriarchal control over women's bodies is

explored.

***

Elgin's Native Tonque, set in the late twenty-second and

early twenty-third Century U.S.A., is a story about a future

societ.y ruled by Linguist families who believe in, as well as

promote, the inherent. inferiority of women. Even though the

Lingoe women's skills as interpreters and translators of alj-en

languages are perceived as necessary for the continuance of a

thriving Terran economy, their cont.ributions t.o that economy are

never properly recognized. In 'tYour Word is my Command: The
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Structures of Language and Power in Women's Science Fictíon, "

Lucie Armitt notes t,hat in Elgin's novel the "ability to pick up

muIt.iple languages and translate information between cultures

is not considered to be a powerful or creative ability by the

male linguists" (131). The \domen's careers are Lolerated only

insofar as they are necessary for the economic and political

advancement of Terran, and because in their roles as transfators

and interpreters, they do not contradict the female rrnormrr--that

is, they still occupy the passive role of listener or scribe, as

opposed to the active role of speaker, historically ascribed to

the ma1e. The linkage here between linguistic positioning and

reproduction derives from the way that "passive" and rractive" is

traditionally perceived v¡ith respect to male and female biology.

Comment.ingi on the perceived difference between male and female

sex organs, Susan Griffin point.s to the notion "that the ovum is

passive and the sperm is adventurousrr (29) .

Even though the Lingoe women in Native Tonque have demanding

careers and spend the majority of their time engaged in

extraterrestrial communication, they are also required to mass

produce because the I-,ingoes value children for their ability to

absorb and learn alien languages at an accelerated rate.

According Èo the excerpt from the I'DepartmenL of Analysis and

Translation'r that opens Chapter 3 of Native Tongue, rtThe infant

human being has the most perfect language-learning mechanism on

Earth, and no one has ever been able to duplicate that mechanism

or even to analyze it very we1l" (34). In the interest of the
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future economy, therefore, Linguist women are required to
produce, oD average, eight children each before they reach the

age of forty, unless disease renders them ineffective breeding

vessels. Thomas Chornyak explains to his wife Rachel the

strucLuring of the breeding quota: rtThe present system, with

marriage at. sixteen, alIows the husband to space his children

three years apart and stiI1 see that the woman bears eight

infants before the age of forty" (L46). fn keeping with the t.heme

of dehumanizatj-on that lies at the core of dystopian texts, in
Native Tonque the production of of'fspring becomes woman's primary

value; similarly, marriage becomes solely an agreement to be

entered upon for reasons of "politics and genetics" (149).

When a Linguj-st woman becomes ineffective in her role as

offspring producer by reason of age or ilIness, or simply because

she ilgets beyond" (109) her husband"--that is shows that she is
more than body and has a mind and voice--she is sent to Barren

House, a community of women no longer biologically able to
conceive. By the time a Lingoe woman takes up residence at

Barren House she is worn and exhausted from constantly

"labouring. " Menopause then becomes a salvation for her,

allowing her worn and tired body a break from the exhaustion

brought on by juggling both pregnancy and career; it becomes a

break from the demands and strains of a life devoid of idle
hours. Even so the women must spend their time on the so-called
lesser pursuits of babysitting, practicing languages with the

children, cooking, and knitting. In other words, in Native
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Tonsue once woman can no longer partake in her biological
destiny, she must fu1fi1 that other half of the female paradigm,

namely her domestic obligat.ions.

The Lingoe men's att.itude toward menopausal women validat.es

Emily Martin's assertion that menopausal women quite often stand

as the "public image of atrophy and failurerr (116) . Equally, the

name Barren House, which is coined by the Lingoe men, suggest.s

that the males also practice what Helene Cixous terms

"patriarchal binary thought" or the oppositions encoded within
language where woman is always associáted with the lesser or

negative half. Not only are the women of Barren House seen as

inferior, furLhermore; t,his binarism al-so involves grouping the

Lingoe women into one of two opposing categories: fertile or

barren. As such, it is doubly woman's ability to reproduce, or

lack thereof, that. defines her.

If women are fundament.ally reduced to breeders, moreover, it
is also not for themselves but for the state that, they must

reproduce. Reproduction in Native Tonque becomes a political and

economic tool used to accel-erate extraterrestrial communication

and economic expansion. A woman's womb becomes valuable because

bearing children renews the "liferr of the state, and not because

it is a form of "giving lj-fe". Thomas's treatment. and response

toward his daughter Nazareth is indicative of his prioritization

of Terran over his daughter, of politics over family. Rachel

realizes the extent to which Thomas's plans for their daughter

discount her personhood: 'ryou're willing to bind your ov/n
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daughter to him lAaron] for life when the very sight of him is

repulsive to her?" (151).

At the end of Natíve Tonque, the desire of the Lingoe wives

to have a colony of their own, separaLe and apart from the maIes,

is partly realízed when the males begin to find the women

intol-erable because they have become "fucking saints" (29L): the

womenrtdo not nag any more. Do not whine. Do not complain. Do

not demand things. Do not make idiot objections to everything a

man proposes. Do not argue. Do not get sick No more

headaches, no more monthlies, no more hysterics" (275).

According Lo Adam, Nazareth's ex-husband, Lhe women's new-found

"angelic" behaviour suggests that they are trrecovering at Last.

from the effects of the effing feminist. corruption" (275); that

is, they have learned to become "wel-l-bred rubber doll- [s] " (29L) .

As Anne Cranny-Francis has observed, however, the women's

decision to assume such a pose is st,rategically motivated: rrthe

women of the Linguist households have learned that the only way

to live with the men without being destroyed is not to
refuse to play their gender games, but to play them Loo we1l"

(52) . Playing the "gender game,rr the women become robotic,

unthinking, and silent beings, submissive to the degree that they

bore the males. Consequently, the men evolve a plan whereby

t.hey can live apart from the women, but where, nevertheless, the

women will be close by to fill the roles of Lranslator,

int.erpreter, and breeder. At the end of Native Tonque, although

the Lingoe men find the women intolerabl-e, their bodies are sti1I
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necessary. It is precisely for this reason that they decide to
buil-d "Women's Housesrr (292) where according to .Tames Nathan,

the new Head of the Lines after Thomas's murder, ,'it will be

convenient when we need to see a woman for some reason, sexual or

otherwise, but where the women will be out of our way" (292). As

Andrea Dvorkin observes in Woman-Hatinq, "That women have not

been exterminated, and will not be (at least until the technology

of creat.ing life in the laboratory is perfected) can be

attributed to our presumed ability to bear childrenr,--and to give

pleasure (93) .

Another way that Elgin exposes the abuse of women is through

the kind of care they are given. fn the excerpt framing Chapt.er

19 of Native Tonque we are t.old that "gynecology,'is not "heal-th

care for the female human being" but. rather "health care for your

fe1Iow marttt; "By keeping women healthy, the gynecologist serves

mant' (225-26). By using the term "fellow mant, to refer
generically to the human race, Elgin exposes the sexual biases

encoded within language. The excerpt indicates, too, that
\^roman's body is not val-ued in its own right. Her body is kept

"unpollutedrr in order to protect the men's healt.h, as well as to
safeguard their interests. Woman is kept healthy for man, just

as an animal is kept fit. and healthy for human service.

The concept of eugenics, defined by Patricia Spallone in
Bevond Conception as ilthe science of improving t.he human ,stock, r'

(15), is a popular concern in the dystopia where totalitarian
regimes are intent on fostering populations that correspond to
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their warped or perverted senses of "rightness. rr Originally,
indeed, Galton relied on the term viriculture--r'From the Latin

roots, to cultivate the masculinerr--to express his theories of

"improving the human stock": rrthe word eugenics...is at least a

neuter word and a more generalized one than viricul-tt)re"
(Spa1lone l-39). fn the feminist dystopia, the philosophy of

eugenics acquires additonal importance because it is here that
the roots of female infanticide l-ie.

In Native Tonque, although the Lingoes do not practice

female infanticide they do engage in selective breeding. When

Thomas Chornyak arranges for his daughter Nazareth to marry Aaron

he is not concerned with any bond of love, but rather wants t.o

see what the genetic combination of their "abilj-ties will
produce" (152) . Like animals who are selectively bred in order to
produce attractive and desirable species, the Lingoes selectively
choose mates for their vromen that wil-I give their households the

gireatest political and genetic advantages. As a result, not only

are women used as reproductive tools for the st.ate; select.ive

breeding also commodifies children in that it 'rpromotes the

pursuit of the 'perfect baby' . as if children were

products and the standards of production have to be maintained"

(Spal1one 1-l-3 ) .

Barren House can thus be seen as a kind of "reproductive
brothelr'--a Lerm defined by Andrea Dvorkin in Riqht-Winq Women as

a place where 'rwomen are col-lected together and held, unable to
come and go freely. Sold as sexual commodities to men, the women
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are interchangeable. They are not seen as human beings with
individuality and spiritual worthrr (177), As Gena Corea notes,

Dvorkin bases her brothel mod.eI on a farm one: "Many farm animals

live in what are essentially reproductive brothels. on such a

farm, the animal is seen as having no individuality, no spiritual
worthrr (39). Authors like Elizabeth Fisher and Susan Griffin
have compared 'rMan's use, abuse and objectification of animalst'

with rrmen's treatment of womenrr (Cornell- 97) . According to
Fisher, it was ttthe domest.ication of animals which provided the

model for human slavery and led to male control of female

reproductive capacity, (97¡, whi]e Griffin asserts that ,'the

sexual subjugation of women as it is practiced in all the known

civilizations of the wor1d, was modelled after the domestication

of animals" (l-90) .

In the feminist dystopia the reduction of women to animal

status is a major means of il-lustrating patriarchy's tendencies

towards dehumanizing women. In only one of many references to
woman as animal in Native Tonque, Ned Landry refers to his wife
Michaela as a "thoroughbred superbly trained" (36). The

mass reproductive rates to which the Lingoe women are expected to

conform, along with their communal living arrangements in Barren

House, símil-arly presents women as creatures funct,ioning in a

type of barnyard scenario

***

Tn Zoe Fairbairns's Benefits reproduction is equally a major
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issue and used to expose the dehumanization of women. Set in

twentieth-century Britain, this novel depicts a government t.hat

hopes to offset decl-ining birth rates and a worsening economy

through the introduction of a "weekly payment" or "benefit" given

to "a11 mothersrr who "stayed at home and looked aft.er children
under sixLeen" (56) "Benefit"--t.he project of a patriarchal

government devoted to the belief that motherhood is woman's fat.e

--is sexisL in at least two ways: it encourages women to play

traditional biological and domestic roles, and it protects the

employment situation of ma1es. By removing women from the work

force, it 'rwould ensure that no man need be unemployed" (56) .

The novel immediat.ely sets up disparate viewpoints

concerning women's reproductive status by beginning with an

exchange between Lynn Byers and her husband Derek. Derek,

ironically viewed by Lynn and her friends to be a feminist due to

his professed support for the cause, maintains t,hat. Lynn, after a

succession of failed attempts at pregnancy, "ought to see the

doctor about her infertility" (27) . Derek's suggestion places

Ir1mn, the woman, in the role of reproductive scapegoat. .Tust as

he refuses t.o acknowledge any responsibility for his wife's

failure to conceive, so aL the end of the novel patriarchy

similarly exonerates itself from all blame regarding the

occurrence of a string of massive infant deformities. According

to the government, the prevalence of infant deformities results
either from I'Undetected factors in the women's history" or from

the "eating habits of expectant motherst' (196); actually,
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however, the situation is the result of contraceptive pe1lets,

inserted by men, into London's water supply with t.he j-ntent of

eradicating any control woman has over her body. On both a

familial and political plane, then, the patriarchy finds it

necessary to absolve itself from any reproductive abberations,

while Fairbairns's point is that it is not the woman but male

mani-pulation of women's biology Lhat leads to disaster.

The males' unshakable faith in their virility is distinctly

"phallocenLric,rr a term t.hat ,feremy Hawt.horn defines as

'rinterlocking social and ideological sysLems which accept and

advance a patriarchal power symbolically represented by the

pha11us" (1-29) . Because the phallus stands rras a symbol of

masculine power, authority, and potency within the patriarchy"

(Schor I]-4) , any questioning of male virility represents a

questioning of phallocentric ideology; individuals who question

are labelIed subversive and dealt with accordingly.

Fairbairns's dystopia, like Elgin's, shows how the reduction

of woman to reproduct,ive vessel and animal is related to the

issue of selective breeding. If in E1gin, the 'tLingoes bre[e]d

l-ike rats" '(47¡ , in Fairbairns, the FAMILY advocate David Laing

concludes that "The wrong rats are breeding" (48) . Laing's
rrwrong rats" speech seLs up a hierarchy of women breeders, âs

well as presenting a society intent on "weeding out't certain
groups due to their inferiority. The trwrongf rats" according to

Iraing are women who come from t'immigrant stock, -- lower class

whites, single motherstt or "the stupid and inept" (38). The
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Professor at the Europea conference in Chapt.er 6 sums up the

selective breeding practices of the government when he observes

that the London giovernment "pay lsl women whom . [theyJ wish to

have babies [and] sterilize lsl those who are unsuitable"
(111) Lynn's daughter, .Iane, becomes the victim of eugenist

doctrine when she is discouraged from bearing children because of

her genetic predisposition towards Cystic Fibrosis. She is told
by a FAMILY representative: "They're trying to wipe out. these

illnesses, you see" (152) . Tn addition, David Laing's rtwrong

rats" speech becomes indicative of how much Benefits reflects an

actual reality in that it becomes frighteningly suggestive of t.he

ideology expressed by Hit1er in his 1933 eugenics program which

attempt.ed t.o eliminat.e ".Tews glpsies, lesbians, and gay

men, and lthel racially inferiorrr (Spa11one l-35) .

Women and animals are interchangeable in Benefits: both are

remorselessly used as the subjects of experimentation. In an

attempt to evaluate the performance of new birth control

mechanisms the government rel-ies equally on rats and black women

as guinea pigs. The feminists in Fairbairns novel realize the

extent to which patriarchy fails to differentiate between "beagle

bitches and black women" (205).

Women's reduction to breeder status is also what constitutes

dystopia for Sheri Tepper j-n The Gate to Women's Countrv.

rrWomen's Country" refers to a communit,y that professes to be
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dedicated to the eradication of patriarchal ideology; in contrast

t,o it are the Holylanders, a patriarchally-based communit.y that
practices a perverse sexism towards htomen based on scriptural-

precedents. Using the Genesis view of Eve--as "the spout and

wellspring of error and sin'r--to justify their mistreatment of

women, the Holylander men believe pain to be trwomen's 1ot,rr her

punishment for her rrmother's' initial transgression in the Garden

of Eden (21-0) .

Like the wives of t.he Lingoes--who in between t.heir roles

as translators, j-nterpreters, and "baby factories" become

exhausted by the time they reach their menopausal years--t,he

Holylander women's energies are deplet.ed at an early age due to

bodily strain incurred by numerous births and the physical

torment suffered at the hands of their husbands. During a moment

of introspection Susannah Brome, Thirdwife of Resolution Brome,

realizes: "She couldn'L bear to be pregnant. again right away.

Maybe not ever. She'd been pregnant almost all the time since she

was fourteen. She'd had eleven pregnancies and had six living

children" (202). Ironically, the Holylander men justify their

reduct.ion of women to reproductive vehicles on the grounds that
Ita woman needls] a baby in the house to keep her working

right" (20+¡. A woman who rrworks right" is a woman who fulfils

her procreative and domestic obligations silent.Iy and diligently.
The breeding rates that the Holyland women are expected to

maj-ntain, 1i-ke the required eight. children before the age of 40

prescribed to the Lingoe women, becomes reminiscent of animal
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mating habits. Like the sow which is "almost continually

pregnant'or nursing throughout her adult Iife" (Corea 4l-), the

Holyland women are constantly breeding to the point where

Susannah Brome sees suicide as her only vehicle of escape from a

life where she is constantly in "labour.rr Representing the

patriarchal voice, Resolution Brome notes how 'tEwe sheep and

women, both of em' worked the same" (204). The women breed and

breed to appease the wishes of their pat.riarchal God, "411

Father, " who demands that they fuIfil their rol-e as procreative

vessel both faithfully and diligently. In private moments,

however, they ponder their victimization by the men and wish for

a female deity, like Great Mother in Vüomen's Country. Rejoice

Brome, ti"t.tring to her son Firstborn complain about his wife's

crying when he does his rrdutyrr on her, longs for a female God to

acknowledge and validate f emal-e experience: rr I wish there was

some femal-e in heaven a woman could pray to" (200) .

Despite the female liberation in Women's Country, and what

initial-ly appear to be utopic conditions, the "warriors"--men

ostensibly trained to guard and protect the community--regard

women not much differently than the Holylanders do: as

essentially bodies allocated for the purposes of breeding. 'Just.

as the Holylanders see breeding as rrwoman's loL,rr so the warriors

feel that a woman earns her right to life and warrior protection

by t.he production of male offspring: trlt was honourable to

prot.ect women because warriors needed them to breed sons and--so

dogma had it--they were incapable of protecting themsefvesrl
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(L42). Like most dystopic tenets, this attitude has its roots in

our present. Thus in their article "Prenata1 and Preconception

Sex Choice Technologies: a path to Femicide?t' Helen Holmes and

Betty Hoskins document how "Lhe need to bear a son in order Lo

have worth as a person" may be seen "in many countries over the

gIobe, fwhere] a woman's status and her Lreatment by those around

her are determined by the number of sons she has produced' (22).

Simil-ar1y in Of Woman Born, in discussing the topic of female

infanticide, Rich notes how often fathers see themselves as

"twice-born,, (221¡ in their sons. This sentj-ment she sees

expressed in the Upanishads: " [The V'Ioman] nourishes her husband's

self, the son, within her" Q26). As Susan Griffin notes, the

.Tudeo-Christian Lradition too el-evates the male offspring over

the female in its pronouncement that rUnot the woman but the man

is the image of God't' (l-4). The view of woman as valuable only

insofar as she produces sons represents the dictates of a

phallocentric universe. While in Fairbairns, phallocentricity is

represent,ed by the males' unquestioning faith in t.heir virility,

in Tepper such "penj-s worshiprr takes the form of the erection of

a phallic monument on the parade ground which, according to the

warrior Chernon, stands as tra symbol of shared manhood" (79) .

The warriors also connect offspring with ownership; as

Tepper's protagonist Stavia states: r'Whoever impregnates me, owns

mef' Q60). Likewise, Chernon's rape of Stavia demonstrates the

Warrior concept.ion of hroman as a mere body or receptacle.

Stavia's rage and disgust at Chernon's rape, along with her
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explanation to him that "pleasure is supposed to be mutual'l

(239), falls on deaf ears.

Whil-e the Warriors and the Holyland men believe that
breeding is rrwoman's Iot,rr they nevertheless !,/ant to have

knowledge of this dimension. Helen Holmes and Betty Hoskj-ns

suggest that I'Men are especially interested in solving and

appropriating the mysteries that belong t.o women" (20) . This

rings true in Tepper who bases the sub-plot of her narrative on

such an attempt. Thus, the Vtarrior Commander, Michael, sets up

young Warriors with Councilwomen's daughters for the purposes of
gaining access to the Councilwomen's knowledge. Historically,
reproductive issues have been perceived to be female territory,
as evidenced by the way women were in charge of childbirth and

the prevalence of the midwife up to t.he seventeenth century

(Oakley 35) . In Tepper, there is continual reference to rrWomen's

Studiesrr or trmanagement, adminj-stration, Iand] sexual ski11s"

(23), and in a confrontation with the Holylanders, Stavia r

specif icaIly ref ers to "healing and childbirth" as t'women's

thingsu (254).

The view that men are intent on trying to appropriate

uromen's mysteries, in fact, explains why many feminj-sts are

suspicious of the motivations behind current reproductive

technologies. As Holmes and Hoskins observe, while reproductive

technologies may be beneficial to women, they also reflect
patriarchy's desire to access and ultimately control the femal-e

t.erritory of giving birth: trBecause women bear the child and
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'labour' at birth, they have t.he certainty of their essential
participat.ion in t.he genetic continuit.y men have always

annulled their alienation from reproduction Thus by law

or by force, men appropriate and control- women and children.
This j-s int.ended to eliminate their 'uncertainty' in the

reproductive process'' (18). New reproductive technologies, then,

can be seen as an attempt by patriarchy to reclaim what j-s

biologically female territ.ory. According to Patrj-cia Spa11one,

the male's inability to come to terms with his exclusion from the

birth process, âs well as his desire to appropriate women's

reproductive myst.eries often manifests itself in "medical

textbooks lwhich] inevitably speak in terms of body

parts, such as 'man's €ggs', or 'human placenta' or 'human

reproduction when expressly describing distinctly female

physiology and biochemistry. " Such seemingly "neutral" diction
focuses on non-gendered parts and "masks'r the fact that women are

the central subjects of 'human' reproduction " (16) . Selective

breeding has also been interpreted by Fisher as a male attempt to

recoup his sense of importance by appropriating the role of

creator: trThrough animal breeding man discovered that he played a

role in creation, albeit a minor one, and his sense of

superfluity was partially relieved" (192)

This male desire to access the real-m of "giving birth'r has

long been a feature of science fiction. Although Victor
Frankenstein's creation of the monster in Mary Shelley's

Frankenstein may be seen as sacrilegious in that it represents
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his desire to breathe life into dead matter, in a feminist
interpretation of this pivotal science-fiction text, Anne Cranny-

Francis interprets Frankenstein's project as his desire to 'rgive
birth. " According to Cranny-Francis, in Frankenstein "Matèrnity
is placed not in relation to women, but menr' (39) .

Elizabeth Fisher has termed such desires as ,'womb envy"--an
inversion of Freud's notion of penis envy--and she notes that if
males have tried to appropriate woman's womb to compensate for
their exclusion from "giving birth, " they have tried to simulate
women's mensL.rual cycles. Thus Fisher documents the way that the

Australian üIogeo 'rmen simul-ate women's monthly funct.ion by

cutting their peni-ses with a shel-l, and allowing some brood to
flow outr' (l-54).

lf one way of asserting control over another is to
appropriate their "mysteriês, " another way is to demean and

objectify them. rn Native Tonque and Benefits women are

depersonalized and objectified by being reduced to animal status
through explicit analogies, the brothel model of communal living,
and the theme of serect.ive breeding. Tepper al-so foregrounds

selective breeding in A Gate to Women, s Country, but here

ironically, it j-s the women and not the men who selectively
breed. At the novel's close, one discovers how women,s country
has been practj-cing genocide on the warriors for years, using as

their blueprint t,he preconvursion society, the Laplanders, who

"select.ed the bulls that were cooperatj_ve and gentle .landl
castrated the rest' (293) . Like the preconvulsion r,aplanders, the
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women in Women's Country breed out t,hose qualities they find
unwort.hy or undesirable in t.he V'Iarriors, substituting instead

stereotlpically female virtues like intuition and passivity. In

Tepper's novel, males are the objects of reproduct.ive

experimentation, and the females are the ones in charge of t.he

experimenting. Such a situation constitutes a very subtle

critique of the patriarchy by suggesting that feminism fails when

it strays from its aims of equality and promotes the very

exclusion and repression that is characteristic of the

patriarchal.
***

In The Handmaid's Ta1e, Atwood's use of reproduction issues

for dystopic purposes is equally sophisticated. Declining

birthrates brought on by a combinat.ion of ecological disasters

and disease provide a seeming logic for the sexual politics of

the Gil-ead regime. Headed by a group of religious extremisLs in
the t,wenty-second century, the Gil-ead regime attempt.s to correct,

its national crises by exercising complet,e control over women's

bodies and sexuality.

The major premise of The Handmaid's Tale is surrogacy, a

type of subst.itute mothering today related to technological

advances, but rooted in the biblical past, âs indicated by the

first epigraph of The Handmaid's Tale which recalls the Genesis

story of the barren Rachel and her Uåndmaid, Bilah. Because

surrog-acy is sj-multaneously an ancient and modern phenomenom, it

becomes an appropriate area of focus in a genre which relies on
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the intermingling of past and present to achieve its desired

effects of warning and enlightenment.

According to Rita Arditti, 'rSurrogacy reinforces the

patriarchal view that the woman is just a container, an incubator

of the man's sperm. She receives it. and gives it back as his

baby" (23) . In rrContract Motherhood: Social Practice in Social

Context, " Mary Gibson notes how in our present, surrogate mothers

are most often working-class women who end up bearing children

for the more affluent (25). Monetary compensation for surrogate

services suggests that women's bod.ies are bl-atantly commodif ied,

with any surrogate sit.uation being disrespectful to the $/omen

involved: the surrogate mother is denied access to her chiId, and

the nurturing mother is denied the fulfilment that comes from

biological motherhood. Within the context of The Handmaid's TaIe,

the Handmaids are only incubators, while the Wives, lacking the

fulfilment that comes from biological motherhood grow l-avish

gardens in what can only be construed as their aLtempt to "give

life. " Thus women of both kinds lose in a surrogate situation,

whereas the man is doubly privileged; he remains both biological

father and owner of the offspring.

The Handmaids' lives are centred on their procreative

function. At. each posting, Handmaids are required to produce a

child within two years of their initial arrival at a Commander's

home. If a Handmaid f ails in her procreat.ive funct.ion, she is
transported to another Commander's home to be similarly employed

as a breeding vessel. After three postings, if she still fails to
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concej-ve, she is decl-ared an Unwoman and sent to the Colonies, a

place where sterile women clean out toxic waste, and where the

narrator's mother currently resides. As such, giving birth

becomes a career for the Handmaids in At.wood's dystopia. Like

nannj-es, Handmaids go from house to house offering their

services, albeit sexual as opposed to domestic.

As in Benefits, where women are blamed for the high infant

deformity rates which in reality are the fault of male

reproductive engi-neers, Atwood's Handmaids are simil-ar1y used as

scapegoats: Offred realizes that "There is no such thing as a

st.erile man any more, noL officially" (57), and that there are

"only \¡Jomen who can't, who remain st.ubbornly closed, damaged,

defective" ,192). A Handmaid who fails to conceive awaits the

terrible fate of being sent to the Colonies, while her Commander

simply reapplies for another rtvessel. rr As in Benef its and The

Gate to Women's Country, the "phalIus" in Atwood similarly st.ands

for power and infallibility, whereas the woman becomes the sj-gn

of failure and inadequacy.

Like Elgin in Native Tonque, Atwood dramatizes Cixous's

notion of "patriarchal- binary thought, " and uses language to

suggest. the prevailing sexism in Gilead. Because a mal-e's

virilit.y is never suspect in The Handmaid's TaIe, he

automatically assumes a superior pose in his identification with

the fertile half of the fertile/barren dichotomy. Women in The

Handmaid's Tale are similarly defined in accordance with a

reproductive polarity: rtThere are only women who are fruitful- and
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women who are barren, thaL's the lawr' (Sl¡, those women who are

barren are referred to as "defeated.rl

A Handmaid is essentially a 'rtwo-legged womb" (128) and all
attempts are made to reduce her to her biological function. She

must go for daily walks, partake in pelvic exercises, and not

shower immediately after sex with her Commander, in order to
increase her chances of conception. Similarly, any punishment

bestowed upon a Handmaid is inflicted only on her hands and feet,
that is those parts of her body not required to fulfil- her

biological duties. As Andrea Dvorkin has observed, footbinding

amongst t.he Chinese rrcemented women to a cerLain sphere, with a

certain function" (Woman-Hatinq 96), by making it both physically

impossible for t,hem to stray far from home, âs well as insuring

that they were available to accommodat.e the males' sexual

desires. The Regime's restriction of punishment to a Handmaid's

hands or feet similarly assures her availability to accommodate

male goa1s, and allows for the bestowal of punishment while

keeping v/oman's reproductive capacities intact: "They didn't

care what. they did to your feet and hands Remember, said

Aunt Lydia. For our purposes your feet and your hands are not

essential" (87) .

As in E1gin, where gynecology becomes health care for the

man, in Atwood women's healthcare too becomes a sexist form of

socialized medicine. A Handmaid is provided with healthy food

and given regular doctor examinations, not to maintain her own

health, but rather to increase her chances of being a viable and
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healthy receptacle for t.he eIit.e. Indeed, a Handmaid is def ined

by her public function to such a degree that Offred comes to feel
that "the expectation of others, have become my ownrr (18). Offred

thus becomes a classic example of what Adrienne Rich has

articulated as the loss of self-hood commonly felt by women: rr\^¡e

have no familiar, ready-made name for a woman who defines

herself, by choice, neither in relation to children nor to men,

who is self-identified, who has chosen herself" (Of Woman 249).

A major means used by the Gilead regime to reinforce the

Handmaids' ident,ities as breeders is through t.he excessi-ve

employment of t.he colour red, designed to betoken a women's

fertility. As Offred explains: r'Everything except the wings

around my face is red: the colour of blood, which defines usrl

(8) . Not only are t.he Handmaj-ds cloaked in red; the Rachel and

Leah Centre (where the Handmaids l-earn how to be proper and pure

breeding vessels), is caI1ed the Red CenLre amongst the

Handmaid's "because there was so much red" (91) . In addition to

suggesting fertility, red suggests mensLrual blood and thus al-so

reminds the Handmaids of their failure as rrwomenrr each month.

Overt messages, 1íke Gilead's colour scheme, are effective in
reducing the Handmaids to biological devices, and Offred defines

herself accordingly: rrWe are for breeding purposes We are

two-legged wombs, that's all: sacred vessels, ambulatory

chaLices" (1-28) .

Just how successful t.he regime has been in indoctrinating

the Handmaids into their role is indicat.ed by Offred's use of
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fertility symbols to describe her surroundings: pears evoke the

shape of the uterus, and eggs evoke ovaries. Even an elevator

resembles a "g1ass half-egg" (235), while a dandel-j-on takes on

"the colour of egg yolk" (258) .

Vlhen a Handmaid gives birth, the house of the t'luckyrl

commander takes on a carnival-esque atmosphere, with drinks,

merriment, and food. All Handmaids are given special privileges

and become exempt from their regular duties on a Birt.h Day, the

broken up term highlighting the regime's obsession with

reproduction. When a rrsister" gives birth, the other Handmaids

are noL only present as spectators, but participate j-n t.he

woman's labour as if they themselves are giving birth, engaging

in what becomes a type of communal labour. As they watch, t,heir

groans and grunts para11el those made by t.he deliveríng woman,

and their muscles and breast.s ache. As the Handmaid's watch one

of their 'rsisters" giving birth, they all participat.e in the

delivery process: 'rwe think we will burst"; as such, a birth for

one Handmaid becomes 'ra vict.ory, for all'' (118-l-9) . A

perversion of the ancient custom of women being the attendants at

a birth, the communal nature of the delivery process is evocative

of the reproductive brothel and in turn of the barnyard model.

This reduction of women to anima] status is even more

explicit. The Handmaids resemble branded cattle as they walk

around with obligatory ankle tattoos, and are herded like cattle
at the Rachel and Leah Centre where they learn to be good

rrbreedersrt (238) . Signif icant.ly, too, the Aunts use cattle prods
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to inflict punishment on the Handmaids. Reduced to animals, the

Handmaid's in Atwood's text have no option but to breed.

***

In the feminist dystopia, then, the generic theme of

dehumanization is grounded in the physj-cal and explored at the

most basic leveI: reproduction. To dramatize women's position in

the pat.riarchy, these writers present characters who are reduced

to merely procreative functions,' if such women display other

capabilitj-es it. is stil-l only their procreative or rrfemalerr

virtues that are recognized. Because fertility occupies so much

of the woman's time, space, and energies, her other gifts are

given no chance for 'rpure fruition" (Rich, 'rsnapshots'r 4.4) . In

presenting the reduction of women to animal status, these texts

also illustrate the way that patriarchal attitudes accord with oe

Sade's belief thatrrthe flesh of women, âs the flesh of all

female animals is necessarily very inferior to that of the male

species" (qLd. in Ellman 66) . It is not surprising, then, that at

the core of what constitutes the feminist dyst.opia lies woman's

lack of control over her own reproductive capacities. As Ann

Oakley notes in The Riqhts and Vüronqs of Women: rrin order fuIly

to take command over their destinies, women must have the prior

right of determining when (or if) and how, they become mothers"

(55) . The Handmaids in The Handmaid's Tale, the Lingoes wives in

Native Tonque, Lhe women in Fairbairns's Benefits, and the

Holylander women in The Gate to Women's Country tack this vital,

necessary "prior right. "
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"a11 the old knives that have
rusted in my back, f drive in yours
ma sembLabTe, ma soeur ! tl

(Rich, "Snapshots of a
Daughter-in Law")

In a dystopic society, citizens are constantly monitored, a

practice designed to eradicate individuality as well as prevent

the emergence of subversive activity. Constant surveillance

necessarily undermines individuality, since under "watchful eyesrl

"private spacerr becomes rrstate space.tr In l-984, for examPle, Big

Brother, head of the Party, exercises an omniprescence evocative

of traditional notions of deity. Even more frightening, in the

dystopia We, Eugene Zamiatin depicts a society where state-

control is not limited to the surveillance of individuals but

extends to nature: "The sky is always clear and blue; there is

never any thunder and lightning" (Walsh 99). In Zamiatin's text,

streets are bugged and individuals l-ive in rooms of glass

supervised by the ruler Wel-l-Doer and his spies.

The worlds of feminist dystopias are equally heavily

patrolled. Feminist authors of dystoPia, however, foreground one

particular surveillance strategy not traditionally focused on by

male writers of t.he genre: they are concerned with the way vromen

police or monitor each other. In doing so, these writers explore

what Mary Da1y, in Beyond God the Fat.her, describes as a further

outcome of the "myLh of feminine eviI": "The myth has provided

legitimation not only for the dírect.ion of the self-hatred of t.he

male outward against women, but also for the direct.ion of self-
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hatred inward on the part of women" (48).

In fact, j-n the feminist dystopia patriarchy's success in
subjugating women resides to a great extent in the way that the

women have been enlisted in its cause. E1gin, Fairbairns,

Tepper, and Atwood, have all written dystopias in which the

questioning of sexism and the emergence of an organized vvomen's

movemenL are thwarted by a lack of female camaraderj-e. Ultimately
all four authors create worlds which lack a strong and unified
female voice, a situation that is brought on by a combination of

one or more of the following: women police or monitor each

other; there exists a st.rongly established hierarchy not just

between male and female, but one which similarly works to

separate and prioritize tlpes of women,' discord and disagreement

amongst the women themselves work to hamper any movement towards

positive change.

***

l-ies at the core of Gilead's successful subordination of women.

In "The Hist,orical Notes" section of The Handmaid's Ta1e, during

the mock academic conference where hist.orians attempt to

: reconstruct the now dead Gilead society, Professor Pieixoto

states that "from the outset'r it was believed in Gileadtrthat the

best and most cost-effective way to control women for
:;: reproductive and ot.her purposes was through women themselves. For
- this there h¡ere many historical precedents;in fact, rro empire
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imposed by force or otherwise has ever been without this feature:

control of the indigenous by members of their own group" ( 290) .

Pieixot.o's staLement is doubly telling, for it serves to emphsize

the factuality of the political- foundation of Gilead and

simultaneously identifies one of the defining characteristics of

the dyst.opian genre: its preoccupation with the past as a

commentary on the present and fuLure.

Historically, at least two major wars have relied on the

"division" tactics used by Gilead and expressed by Piexoto. Both

The Second World War and the American Civil War strategically
pitted "brother" against rrbrother.'r In the former war, the

establishment of the judischer ordnungsdienst--or "Jewish

Policet'--played a role in collecting t.he Jews for mass

deport,ations during t.he HolocausL. I-,ikewise, as Randall M.

Miller observes, in t.he American Civil War a key figure is the

black slave driver of the American South who was "a11 de time

whipin', and stropppin' de niggers to make dem work harder" (42) .

As such, Professor Pieixoto's statement that. t'there was litt1e

that was Lruly original with or indigenous to Gilead: its genius

was synthesis" (289) becomes horrific in its dystopic suggestion

t.hat Gilead is not rtnew,rr buL rooLed in existent thought

patterns. That is, part of what. constitutes the "nightmare" of

Gilead is that it is a world based on a political model which has

concretely been put into practice in our present.

In The Handmaj-d's TaIe, rrcontrol of the indigenous by

members of their own group'r translates into women controlling or
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monitoring each other. The Wives, f.or example I are in charge of

all the women ín their households, including their Handmaid. Any

transgression made by a Handmaid is handled by the trwomanrr of the

house, such that Offred realizes that "If I'm caught, it's to

Serena's tender mercies I'11 be deliveredr' (128). The

trtendernesstr derives from the fact that no "implementsrr may be

used, and the irony of this femj-nist. advance over masculinist

met.hods is underscored by Serena .Toy's explanation: rrft's

[hitting] one of the things we fought for't (16). the Wives view

their assigned authority over the Handmaids as just compensat.ion

for their humiliation suffered on nights of the Ceremony, where

t,hey watch their husbands and their Handmaid's having sex, in a

perverted menage a trois.

Another example of how women exploit each other in The

Handmaid's Tale is evidenced in t,he way that Serena uses her

knowledge of t,he whereabouts of Offred's daughter to manipulate

her. By bribing Offred with j-nformation concerning her daughLer,

Serena Joy is able to set up a rendezvous between Offred and the

Guardian Nick for the purposes of impregnating Offred and

effect.ing her consequent removal from a home where qhe has become

more than "breederrr--at least to the Commander who has girown

rrfond'r of her.

While the Handmaids are carefully monitored by the V'Iives at

their postings, ât the Red Centre liandmaids are also under

constant surveillance by the Aunts--a term that is especially

appropriate for suggesting matrilinear policing. The brutality
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the Aunts inflict on the Handmaids--their would-be kin--

demonstrates just how much women in Gilead are involved in a kind

of sado-masochism. Offred recalls watching her friend Moira,

"Iimpíng from what they,d done to her feet" (203), in punishment

for attempted escape from the Red Centre.

Something which many critics of The Handmaid's TaIe fail to

explore fuIly is the psychological motivation behind the Aunts's

brutalization of the Handmaids. It is significant that the

majoríty of the Aunts, like the Wives, are childless or infertile

older womerÌ. The conflict., then, is not just one of women

against women, but more specifically barren women against fert.ile

women. Barren women in Atwood's novel attempt to deal with and

compensate for their biological- "1ack" by brutalizing the fertile

body, or Handmaid.

Atwood also reminds us that the Aunts diligently monitor

and punish the Handmaids in order to prevent themselves from

being shipped "to the infamous Coloniesu (290). In the case of

Gilead, there are many women willing to serve as Aunts, either

because of a genuine belief in what they called I'traditional

values" or for the benefits they might thereby acquire. The

Aunts's abuse of the Handmaids, then, is motivated by a need for

self-preservation. It was a similar need for self-preservation--

the keeping of "privileges [or] . offers of freedom" (Miller

44) --that motivated the black slave-driver of the American South

to abuse his own race.

In a manner similar to what Helene Cixous does Iater, in
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The Second Sex Simone de Beauvoir est.ablishes columns of binary

oppositions showing how women are located in a right-hand column

and associated with terms l-ike "object'r and "inessentialtr in
cont,rast with the left-hand, or ma1e, column which includes

"subjectrr and "essential.I' In her evaluation of patriarchal

binary thought, Beauvoj-r concludes that 'rOne reason why women

consent to being pushed j-nto the right-hand column is that this
enables them to go on enjoying certain privileges or securities
that male dominance affords them" (Keefe 149) . In The Handmaid's

Tale, Atwood presents women selling each other out for the sake

of "privilegês, " choosing that most beneficial to themselves,

thereby compromising 'rsisterhoodl in the process. In Inessential

Vüomen, Elizabeth Spelman ill-ustrates how the desire to keep

"privileges" hinders the Feminist movement.: "the unwillingness of

vromen with race or class privileges to give them up is the main

obstacle to women's all doing something together to resist the

dominati-on of menrr (63) .

The pairing up of Handmaids is anoLher way in which women

are monitored or policed by each other in The Handmaid's TaIe.

Offred recognizes the real reason why she is provided a walking,

and shopping partner : rrWe . go . . in two' s . This is supposed

to be for our protection, though the notion is absurd. The

truth is that she is my spy, as I am hers" (19). Offred

continually watches and tests her second partner in an attempt to
uncover her political- sympathies or leanings: whether, she is rrof

the regime" or whether she is allied with the Underground that is
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working towards egalitarianism or at least "bettering things.',
Part Of Gilead's strategy for successfully subordinating

women relies on eradicating or banning any growt.hs of friendship

between the Handmaids. In fact, one of the major commandments of
Handmaidenship is articulated by Offred when she att.empt.s to find
out from her rrneii¡rr partner what happened to the first Ofglen: "We

aren't supposed to form friendship, loyalties, among one anotheril

(265). The ingenuity behind the regime's control of friendships
gives validity to Madonna Kolbenschlag's assertion, in Kj-ss

Sleepinq Beautv Good-Bye, that rtwhen female relationships are

inconsequential, women are all the more vulnerable t,o male

exploitati-on" (42) . The discouragement of friendships among women

is not, an innovative strategy on Gi-lead's part for fostering
female oppression; as Kolbenschlag observes, Early American

Conduct manuals also promoted the banning of female friendships

to secure the male ego: the manuals "cautioned men against.

allowing their wives to associate too much wiLh their female

peers lest the 'neighbourhood squadrons of she-commanders' r'might

encroach on t,heir 'natural sovereignty' as husbands" (52) .

In The Handmaid's Tal-e the ritual of Testifying also

illustrates how women antagonize and deride one another. During

this ritual, women are mercilessly given "guiIt trips" by other

women for things that are not their fauIt, including rape.

Listening to .Janine's tale of gang-rape, the Handmaid's respond

with the vicious chanting r,her fau1t, her fauIt" (67) .

The continual surveillance that the Handmaids are subjected
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to from the Wives, Aunts, and each ot.her, extends even beyond the

grave and manifest.s itself in offred's room, where she

continually feels the ghostly presence of its former tenant:

'rHow coul-d I have believed I was alone in here? There were always

two of us'r Q75). In The Handmaid's Tale woman is always watched

in a manner reminiscent of the prisoner in Foucault's panoptic

model who is 'talways seen but does not see is
the object of j-nformat.ion, never a subject in communicat.ion

(107). Woman is both guard and prisoner in The Handmaid's Ta1e.

Women are also divided in Gilead. due to the existence of a

clearly demarcated hierarchy. By T-,ucy Friebert's calculation, t.he

women in The Handmaid's Tale "find themselves relegated to one

of eight categories: Aunts, Wives, Handmaids, Martha's,

Econowives, Widows, Unwomen, and rrLhe unnamed women... [who] a

few hours each day...serve the pleasure of the Commanders and

visiting business-men" (282). The Aunts and Wives exist at the

top of t.he hierarchy by virtue of the privileges--like reading

and writing--that they are given. They are privileged, in short,

by virt.ue of prívileges associated with the ma1e.

Although in Elgin's Native Tonque there áxists a spirit of

female camaraderie in Barren House, women in that text also

hinder their own advancement. The non-Lingoe women are

antagonistic toward Lingo Wives, despising them for their
dominance, power, and lifestyle, and calling them "bitch
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linguists" (2I2). The non-Linguist women's animosity towards the

Wives of the Lingoes extends further than simply name-caIling,

however, âs suggested by the nurse who handles Nazareth Chornyak

in the hospital : t'it hurt her that they musL add to t,heir usuaf

unpleasant behaviour still one more dose of viciousness, just

because she was a linguist. It hurt her not just physically--
although that did hurt, because they were needlessly rough as

they tended her--it hurt her simply because they vrere v/omen.

Women hurting other women. that was ugly, (227).

fn fact., one of the main forces plotting against the Lingoe

women turns out to be, ironically, another woman. The protagonist

of the sub-plot, Michaela, believing that the Lingoes are

responsible for her child's death, is on a personal mission, a

vendetta, against all Lingoes, and when she moves int.o Chornyak

household her annihil-istic stance becomes focused specifically on

the Women of t.he Lines: "The position they'd contacted her about,

at Chornyak househol-d, sounded like a murderer's most beloved

fantasy. Forty-three linguist, v¡omen, all under one roof, and

without any men to guard them! " ( l-70) . With the revelation that
the government and not the Lingoes were responsible for her

child's death, along with her emerging affection for the women at

Barren House, Michaela goes from being the potential destroyer of

the women of t.he Ï-,j-nes t,o being their saviour when she I'kills

Thomas, the one male who suspects the female plan to evolve a

'native tongue'tr (Bray 50) .

The role that women play in their own and each other, s
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demise is also illustrated expliciLly when several of Elgin, s

female characters express concerns regardJ-ng their mistreatment

at, the hands of their 'rsisters.rr On various occasions both

Susannah and Nazareth feel that women are against them: I'Susannah

clucked her tongue .She could not underst.and why it never

stopped hurting, having all the other women set against her,l

(31) ; and one of the few times Nazareth tried t.o open up to a

"sisLer, r' "that woman had caIled her stupid" (177). If Nazareth

occasionally feels demeaned by her rtsisters,rr she too is guilty
of demeaning her own sex, as when in a moment of anger her

"tongue" becomes indistinguishable from the trmal-e tonguet': 'tthe

men are right, you're a pack of si1Iy j-gnorant fools over here

. Dear heaven, it makes me almost willing to go back to
Chornyak Household, not to have to l-ook at you" (246).

Along with the display of animosity towards each other,

women contríbute to their own division in Native Tonque by

keeping secrets from one another. The women in Barren House

shield their l-iberat.ing project, to create a women's language,

from other women. Nazareth, for example, remains ignorant of the

proposal to create a woman's language until her sickness and

ensuing divorce from her husband lands her in Barren House, and

when her translating skiIls are deemed necessary for the

project's completion. Paul Tournier, in his study Secrets, notes

how t'A certain feeling of power is always attached to t.he keeping

of a secret" (11). In evaluating who is capable of keeping a

secret and who is not, the women of Barren House evidence a
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simj-lar kind of power hierarchy. That is, those v/omen rrinrr on

the project assume a superior pose over those ignorant.

Also hindering women's progression, or t.heir d.esire to

subvert the patriarchal codes and ideology that surround them, is

women's lack of organization when it comes to using the

information, or spreading the language they are creat.ing.

Nazareth is angered by t.he number of years the revolutionary

language has been left stagnant: 'rwhat is inexcusable is the

language isn't already being usedr' (245) .

fn The Gate to Women's Country women's d.ivision is

especially ironical because Women's Country is a society

organized and run by women. Even t.hough Women's Country purport.s

to be st.amping out pat,riarchal- or preconvulsion attitudes, it

nevertheless part.icipates in the hierarchical classification of

women, with the result of consequent,Iy undercutting the very

female camaraderie that it is trying to maintain. women's

Country, for example, is not even democratic. It is run by a

tyrannical few who ttare noL elected by the people... [but] are

chosen by other members of the Council (l-32) .

While the mandate of Women's Country is to eradicate the

sexist ideology of preconvulsion times, âs the narrative

progresses it becomes apparent that the women still- continue to

"t.hink. patriarchally. After Chernon forcibly copulates with

her, Stavia compares the situation to rape: rrHe had said nothing!
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Nothing loving, nothing sentimental. He had done no wooing. He

had taken her as though she had been one of the Glpsies" (238).

Thus while she protests his treatment of her, she nonetheless

patriarchally assumes t.hat it is permissible to rape "cerLainrl

women, \^/omen like the.gypsíes. fn this wây, Stavia's response

confirms one of feminism's major claims t.hat rrwomen

themsel-ves...internalize the reigning patriarchal ideology and so

are conditioned to derogate their own sex and to cooperate in
their own subordination" (Abrams 208) . While characters like
Stavia fail t.o acknowledge or recoginize that they promote much of

the sexism they are trying to eradicate, the servitor .foshua

makes the situation clear when he observes that in Women's

Country: rrthere are women and women, aren'L t.here?'' (l-3) .

Not only does V{omen's Count.ry support a f emale hierarchy

with the gypsies ranking at the bottom, it also positions women

like Myra, Stavia's sister, close to the bottom. Myra is not

privileged with the "secrets'r of the Council , for she belongs t.o

the category of women rrwho talk too much who drink a lot
during carnival are young and si1Iy . [and] who fall
in love with warriors" (294). ff Women's Country is striving
towards a common sisterhood, that goal is perverted in a vein

similar to the Seventh Commandment in George Orwel1's Animal

Farm: '1411 Animals are Equal But Some Animals are more equal than

others'' (83) .

Amongst. the Holylander society in Tepper's nove1, women's

abuse of each other takes a physical turn. It is a custom,
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established by t.he male Holylanders, that before marriage women

beat the bride so that she willrrknow ahead of t.ime. That's what

your husband will do to you if you fail in duty to him" (26L).

Stavia, in fact, is subjected to such an initiation when she is

beaten by Holy1and women in order to prepare for her marriage to

Chernon. Katherine Barry has equally documented how males often

seL women against each other in order to achieve their own goals.

In Female Sexual Slavery, Barry uses the example of mail-order

brides to illustrate how men pit women against each other. fn

Barry's example, "liberated Americ.an women'r are pitted against

'r'docile' rr and "submissive" women from the Third Wor1d, in

competing for male affection (xiii).

Similar to the Holylander's practice of turning women

against women is the way that the males instigate division

between mother and daughter in Women's Count.ry. The warriors

make a practice of seducing daughters of Councilwomen in order to

acquire information that could pot.entially aid them in their

attempt at reclaiming povùer from the women. Chernon courts

Stavia for this end, and similarly Barten court,s Myra. Their

st.rategy involves "smooLh-talking" Councilwomen's daughters to a

point where they become beset with divided loyalties: they must

choose between passion, and the rules of their mother's

househol-d. The warriors, therefore, recognize and use to their
full- advantage, the potentiality for destruction inherent in the

mother/daught.er bond that Rich articulates in Of Women Born. In
discussing the mother/daughter bond, Rich notes how .the
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materials are here for the deepest mutuality and the most painful

estrangement" (226) .

While in The Gate to Women's Country the estrangement of

daughter from mother becomes politically dangerous, Andrea

Dworkin in Woman-Hatinq illustrates how, historically, mothers

have abused daughters in order to protect their own placement in

the domestic sphere. Discussing chinese foot-binding practices,

Dvorkin observes how: "Millions of mothers, over a period of 1000

years, brutally crippled and mutilated their daughters for the

sake of a secure marriage" (112) .

As in Elgin, the keeping of secrets also becomes one of the

ways women are divided in The Gate to Women's Country. In Tepper,

the keeping of secrets works to illust.raLe the hierarchical make-

up of Women's Country. Like the Barren House women who hide their

linguistic project from "somerr women, the Councilwomen in

Tepper's novel similarly hide facts from women they deem unworthy

or ignorant. fn order to prevent the resurgence of patriarchy

the Councillors conceal many t.ruths: that it is not vitamin

implant.s that women are given before Carnival but contraceptive

pellets and that it is servitors and not warriors who father

their children. Instead of giving their "sisters" acccess to the

truth, the Councilwomen promote a fiction. Under the guise of

maintaining unity and order in Women's Country, the 'Damned Few, 'l

as the Councilwomen are caIled, sacrifice the very honesty and

openness requi-red for a healthy unity. The degree to which the

'tDamned Fewr are able to t'bite their Longuesr'r subverÈs both the
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stereot)æe that women have "loose Longues, " and "the folk myth

that gossip belongs mainly to women" (Spacks 38) .

***

Tn Zoe Faírbairns's Benefits, it is not t.he keeping of

secrets that causes fragmentation but rather the disparate and

antagonistic views of the women themselves. Although there is a

strong desire by the Feminists to al1ow woman her full potential,

the political movement known as FAIvIILY, ironically spearheaded by

two women, tries to guide women int.o accepting their "tradit.ional
role and biological destiny" (39) . FAMILY advocates maintain that
I'FAM]LY and the women's Iíberation movement... [are] both on the

same side" because "the true liberation of women will never come

about until proper respect and value is placed upon their role as

nurLurers (39). The Hindley family of Seyer Street, reworked and

reformed by FAMILY members, is manipulated and bribed by the

FAMfLY Party to the poj-nt. of mechanically functioning as their

mout.hpiece and parading as their "success sLory. r' They become

the FAMILY's representatives at t,he Seyer Street Exhibition: trMrs

Hindley's head nodded up and down, üp and down, tilI Mrs. Travers

gave her a prod" $2) . By promoting and advocating women's

biological and maternal rol-e, the FAMILY group denies women

movement, liberation, and experimentation. Women like Isabel

Travers and Rashida Pate1, spokeswomen of FAMILY, promote the

conception of women as I'womb'r and in doing so reinforce centuries

of objectification.
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In contrast to the FAMILY group are the feminists who

inhabit Collindeane tower. They insist that "'family values'

were a euphemism for women doing the housework" and that "family
enslaves womenr' (40) . Elizabeth Spelman has not.ed the paradox

surrounding discussion of female sameness and difference: on the

one hand, "differences among women seem t.hreatening to the

possibility of a coherent women's movementrr (161-) ; on the other

hand, rrAny attempt to talk about all women in terms of something

we have in common undermines attempts to talk about the

differences among usrr (3). In Fairbairns's world, the

antithetical platforms of Feminists and FAMILY reflect this

situation. On the one hand there are women who serve as

liberating examples like the feminist crusader Posy, on the ot.her

hand there are women who advocate women's restriction, like

Rashida Pate1, and Isabel Travers. In a public confrontation with

Lynn over FAMILY's policies, fsabel Travers articulates the

cont.radictory voices women assume in Benef its: "Right wing, J-ef t

wing--you know that women belong to all wings and none!" (54).

In addition Lo the failure of agreement between FAMII-,Y and

t.he Feminists, however, there is also an internal discord amongst

the Feminists themselves. Within the Feminists there are

moderates and radicals. While Lynn constantly struggles between

loyalty and disillusionment towards feminism, for the radical
Posy, "the only hope for . women Iay in an

international female revolutionr' (9). The overall implication

thus again seems to be it j-s not just patriarchy that hinders
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women's progression, but women themselves.

As illustrated in The Handmaid's Tate, NaË-ve_To!rc.,

Benefits, and The Gate to Women's Countrv, then, part of what

constitutes t.he t'nightmare" conditions of feminist dystopic

worlds is that women in these texts seem to be at odds with each

other. Although the disharmony amongst women in these worlds can

largely be attributed t.o pat.riarchal indoctrination, often too it

derives from women's own ideology and pract,ices. In the feminist

dystopia the presence of female hierarchies, the policing of

women by each other, along with the disparate and antagonistic

viewpoints of the women themselves, makes the subversj-on of

patriarchal ideology an impossibility.

At the same time, ho\n/ever, these writers do not seem to

ascrj-be to t,he notion that women lack t.he mind-set required for

effective decision-making, and that this is what proves

disadvantageous to them in their desire to effect positive

change. Rat,her, it can be argued that the disparate voices in the

feminist dystopia become a narrative strategy for rebellion

against. the totalitarianism of trone voice" and "one mind." So

what appears to be t.he presentat,ion of what Mary Ellman refers to

as "soft mind." (74)--women's lack of decision-making capacity--is

in reality a kind of affirmation of the power of t.he individual

in the face of the collecti-ve, of women's heterogeneity in

societies where she is essentially homogenous, a celebration of
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difference t,hat is denied l^tomen when they are stereotypically
perceived as being all of the same mind or body.
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CíIAPTER IIl: l{Ol,Iål;l AS REBELT

'rTo a woman who owns a telescope it is
suggested that she rid herself of it,
that she 'stop trying to find out what.,s
happening on the moon. ' rr

(Grif f in l-a )

In a world where individuals are monitored to the point of
losing themselves to the collectj-ve who1e, maintaÍning self-
integrity is a revolutionary act. Chad Walsh has commented on

the prevalence of the theme of rebellion in the dystopia, noting

how the central focus of these texts is usually the "attempted
rebellion against the all-powerful state', (L00). Due to the

constraining circumstances of dystopic societies rebellion is
rarely physical; instead, it often manifests itself in the form

of 'rthought.'r In George Orwe1l's !984-, for example, Winston

Smith's questioning of Big Brother is viewed by the Party as a
criminal violation and Labelled 'rthoug'ht crime. rr Similarly, in
Zamiatin's We, "dis1oya1 thought or action" becomes a ilsacrilege

against the sacred state and its holy rulerrr (Wa1sh 99) .

In the feminist dystopia, rrthoug'htrr is also dj-scouraged by

rulers intent on reducing women to rrbody.'r The protagonists ín
these texts, however, do t'thinkt'--they desire'rescaper and

consequently refuse to accept their subordinate positions
passively. Because women in these texts are physically,
sexuaIly, and emotionally restricted, their avenues of escape

are, likewise, minimal. Regardless of method, however, the
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motivation for ttescapetr is the same: it stems from a desperate

attempt to salvage a sense of self-hood. Among the avenues of

rebellion and coping strategies available to women in the

feminist dystopia, the most frequent are madness, suicide,

creativity, love, and language.

The long-st.anding connection between madness and social

conditions has been documented by liLerary scholars like Shoshana

Felman. More specifically, feminists like Sandra Gilbert and

Susan Gubar, and psychologists like Phyllis Chesler, have focused

on the relationship between women and madness. Supporting this

idea of a distinct relationship between the Lwo is the etymology

of the word hysteria, which originates from the greek hystera, or

womb. Among the ancient Greeks, hysteria was thought to be caused

by a disorder or "rising't of the womb, and was therefore

considered a woman's disease (eI1man 12) . Given the emphasis

upon reproduction in a patriarchal world order, it is not

surprising to see feminist authors of dystopian texts exploiting

this association for their own ends. The connection they see

correlates with Barbara Rigney's observation in Madness and

Sexual Politics in the Feminist Novel that female insanity rrcan

in a majority of cases be explained by the oppression of women in

a power-structured male supremacist society" (6). In the feminist

d.ystopia, however, madness funcLions not merely as a symptom of

oppression, but paradoxicaLly as women's means of escape from a
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t'madrr world.

In Elgin's Native Tonque, Be1le Anne Chornyak is a woman who

upon turning "twenty and eminently beddable" (l-28) had ended up

divorced and a resident at Chornyak Barren House because she

fail-ed in her procreative function. The reason she provides to
explain her lack of fertility seems whimsical and nonsensical t.o

the men of Chornyak house: rtthere are women whose bodies are noL

intended for the usage of human men. I am one such woman

We are the brides of Christ, and reserved to Him

onIy" (I32). The men believe that they are listening to a

madwoman, when in actuality Bel1e Anne has cunningly outwitted
them. Her resistance to becoming pregnant has a practical as

opposed to a spiritual or biological explanation: the taking of
conLraceptive tablets secretly lodged in Barren House. By

convincing them that she can "by the force of her own will ki1I
the lustiest littl-e wiggling of a sperm that any man could

produce' (I27) , Bel-Ie Anne frightens the men: her body refuses

t.heirtrseeds." Be11e-Anne, then, stands as a twofo1d symbol of

rebel-1ion: her madness allows her to escape procreative quotas

imposed on her body--the required eight children before the age

of forty--and it all-ows her access into t'anoLher space or world"
(DuPlessis 195) where as the "bride of Christtt her body is sacred

and not merely physical.

Un1ike their male counterparts, the women do not hastily
labeI Belle-Anne as j-nsane. Vùhile they acknowledge her
t'uniqueness, tr t.hey see it as strength and ultimately rely on her
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madness and ability to fabricate stories to keep the men from

searching Barren House, after the poisoning of Nazareth. The

madwoman becomes the saviour of Barren House when she

misleadingly confesses to the poisoning of Nazareth in order to

circumvent the investigation of Barren House by the men. It is

only after Bel1e-Anne has been incarcerated for the crime that

other women speak of her as a woman who has been driven mad:

"Belle Anne has been in the mental hospital for months and you

know what she's become. she has no mind left at all, she's

a husk" (146) .

If Bel1e-Anne Chornyak is the madwoman in Nat.ive Tonque, in

the sub-text of The Gate to Women's Country Tepper al-so

introduces a woman who was t.hought to be mad: the Classical Greek

prophetess Cassandra. According to the Classical myth,

Cassandra was cursed to a life of 'rnot being believedt' when she

would not return apo11o's Iove. fn Madness in Literature,

Lillian Feder has commented on the Classical connection between

prophecy and madness: "Prophecy was regarded as a special form of

madness, a perception of reality unavailable to the rational

mind" (85) . Tepper, however, ironically subvert.s the

patriarchy's view of this conception in her main text by

presenting males--the servitors--as the ones bearing a capacity

for foresight. In addition, Tepper's use of role reversal

demonstrates that perceived gender differences often have a

mythical as opposed to factual basis. Equally íronic is the way

that each year at The Ïphicrenia at llium performance, Women's
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Country gives "voice" to the rrmadrr Cassandra, only to discourage

bouts of irrationality like love because it contradict.s with
their mandate of being a societ.y of "thinking women.rt

fn The Handmaid's Tale, ,Janine becomes the noticeable'or
obvious embodiment of an increasing insanity or madness. .fanine

is Aunt Lydia's "pet" by virtue of her professed dedication to
the regime, âs illustrated by both word and deed. ,Janine,s

commitment to the regime, however, proves overwhelming and

eventually causes her mind to regress to a time before Gilead. As

the narrative progresses,'Janine increasingly regresses.

Ultimately, she becomes unable to distinguish past from present;

she becomes unable to "snap out of it.'t Janine's regressions

give way Lo a progressive madness.

In discussing women's relationship t,o memory, ,fudith Kegan

Gardiner has observed that the 'rrepresentat,ion of memory" is one

of the "t1pica1 narrative strategies of hromen writers (1,79), and

she suggests that one of the reasons is that rrwomen remember what

men choose to forget" (1-88) . ,fanine thus escapes her dystopic

condition through the sanctuary of memory. She tries to remember

what the regime wants her to forget in an effort to relocate and

find validation in a past self, because the regime has

effectively worked to eradicate any semblance of a present se1f.

Rigney has noted how memory often contributes to women's mental

illness because $/omen are I'constantly torn between male society,s
prescription for female behaviour, their own t.endencies toward

the internaLization of these roles, and a nostalgia for some lost
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more authentic self " (11-9) . Commentj-ng on Anna in Doris Lessing,s

The Golden Notebook, Gardiner observes that 'memory keeps...her
personality intact and saves her from madnessr' (189). Atwood,s

Janine, like Anna, similarly tries to cope through memory but is
not as successful, as her resultant insanity suggests. Regarding

.Tanine's mad.ness, Moira knows "That stuff is catching" (204) , and

to avoid being I'caughtrr she later escapes the,Red Centre to
become arrBunnyrr in a brothel. As such madness--the route taken

by ,Janine--and prostitution--the route taken by Moira--are two

desperate alternat.ives offered women in The Handmaid, s Tale.

Madness has a devastating price in Atwood, as does anything

that attempts transcendence from a patriarchally controlled
world: rtYou go too far away and they just take you up to the

Chemistry Lab and shoot. you. Then they burn you up with the

garbage" (204) . Insanity in the dystopic world must be contained

or destroyed because it suggests an anarchic mind, loose in a

tight.ly ordered wor1d. Madness in the feminist dystopia

translates int.o rebellion because it is a search for rrchange,rr a

'rrupture with the rules of the worldr' (DuPlessis l-95) . The Wa1l

in The Handmaid's Tale, where 'tcriminalst' are hung, makes it
clear how Gilead responds to subversives.

One of the most comprehensive and indepth portraits of
mad.ness and its relationship to dystopic rebellion appears in
Fairbairns's Benefits. Through the character of ,Judy, Fairbairns
demonstrates what Marilyn Yal-om in her study Maternity. Mortality
and Madness perceives to be a link between these three Èhings.
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Among other things, Yalom posits rrmaternity as a catalyst for
mental- breakdown" (5) . C1ear1y, motherhood plays a role in ,Iudy's

psychoses, who periodically denies mothering to her son ,fim. ,Judy

hadrtto leave her baby for awhile and wander and dream and

medit.ate; to proclaim t.hat she had no baby and to be coaxed

patiently back into accepting that she had" (27) . She takes

responsibility for her son only when his dependence on her alIows

her extra dollars in the form of welfare checks, or when

motherhood "pays off. "

Like Judy, .fanine in The Handmaid's Tale also seems to have

been traumatized by childbirth. Childbirt.h 1ikely plays a role in

her progressive insanity, since it is after the loss of her

second child--the first lost through miscarriage--that she begins

more seriously to "lose j-t." Both Judy Matthews and.Janine embody

t.he sentiments expressed by the unknown v¿oman in Atwood's short

story "Giving Birth, " which Yalom uses to demonstrate the, often

ignored, traumatic effects that childbirth can have on women. In

Atwood's story, conLrary responses t,o childbirth, both positive

and negative, are set. up through the character of ,feanie and an

unknown woman, or shadow, who represents Jeanie's double: tt,Jeanie

goes t.hrough preginancy enthusiastically, knowledgeably, with the

requisite sympathetic maIe, Iand] prenatal classes" (Yalom 90),

while the unknown woman lies rrscreaming and crying, screaming and

crying saying over and over, 'ft hurts. It hurts'r'
(Atwood, Dancinq 250) . .Jeanie's shadow becomes an Everlnaroman of

sorts, absorbing the pain and trauma of childbirth in the place
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of her "sisLers. " Fairbairns's 'Judy Matthews is like ,Jeanie's

double: a woman, according to Atwood, "Who did not wish to become

pregnant, who did not choose to divide herself like this, who did

not choose any of these ordeals, these initiationsrr (qtd. in
Yalom 90) .

Because Judy does not. conform to the materna1 stereotlpe of

the mot.her who adores her child, she stands as a rebellious
figure in Benefits. Madonna Kolbenschlag comments how mental-

illness in women is most often a rebellion, stemming from a sex-

role conflict andttthe acting out of the devalued female role or

the total or partial rejection of one's sex-role stereotype"

(1-79) . In accordance with Kolbenschlag's observations, ,Iudy, s

madness is motivated by a need to undo patriarchal

classifications and stereotl4pes. The FAMILY advocat.e, David

Laing, relaLes the events of ,Judy's conf rontation with a Social-

Worker to Ï-,1mn, noting how ,Judy: "Made them take the baby away,

kept shrieking that he wasn't hers, Lhere wasn't. a baby and she

wouldn't be any man's prisonerrr (30) .

,Judy, like ,Janine, also seeks sol-ace in the past in order

to escape the horrific present, although her obsession is with

the remote past of goddesses and ancient religions. In a rigidly
patriarchal world, ,Iudy has no female deity to pray to, so she

imagines one. Like Belle-Anne, she retreats into the world of her

imagination where things are better, where there is a female who

protects and guides her. Madness for ,Judy becomes ttanother space

or world" which is better than t.he existent one.
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Ironically, re1J-gion, while usually used as the basis for
intense repression in the dystopia, âs in The Handmaid's Ta1e,

and the Holyland society in The Gate to Women's Country, can also

stand as a means of salvation. In Benefits, ,Judy escapes into a

world of goddesses, rit.uaIs, and ancient rit.es; in Elgin and

Tepper, repressed women desire a female deity, finding a male God

to be both inadequate and irresponsive to their needs and

desires: according to Nazareth Chornyak, rrOnly a male god could

have created this repulsive, abominable world" (198). The women

in these texts look for solace at the bosom of a Goddess,

receiving only wounds at the hands of a God.

Significantly at the end of Benefits, Judy's suicide sets in
motion Marsha's own madness. Fairbairns makes a connection

between .Iudy Matthews and Marsha when Marsha begins to wind

Judy's 'twarm red bandages't (161) around herself . After she

murders David Laing, Marsha is imprisoned in an asylum where she

receives shock treatment. Marsha is a woman "driven mad" (170),

becoming a new body for Judy's madness in her proclamation that
I'I am the goddess" (1-71-) .

Madness, of course, results in suicide for ,Judy Matthews,

and similarly serves as a vehicle of rebellion in the feminist

dystopia. For .fudy, however, madness becomes only a temporary

escape, for a woman requiring a permanent one. In Alien to
Femininity: Speculative Fiction and Feminist Theory, Marleen Barr

has posited that death is women's only alternat.ive to patriarchal
oppression in feminist science fiction: rtdeath provides the only
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true, human answer to the following quest.ion: how do women

preserve their individual humanity and power in the face of
patriarchal biological tyranny?" (135). In accordance with Barr,s

observation, Sylvia Plath argued that "suicide is an asserLion of
power of the strength--not t.he weakness--of the personality"
(qtd. in Roller 18), and ,Judy's final words make her suicide an

act of rebellion, rather than futility: ',They will never take

me. The goddess will raise me to herself" (160) . While the

motivation for ,Iudy's act is rebellion, the goddess's failure to

raise her "to herself" bleakly stands as an emblem of patriarchal
victory.

In The Handmaid's Ta1e, suicide becomes the third of three

desperate al-ternatives offered women--along with madness and

prostitution. In The Handmaid's Tal-e both the first Ofglen and

the former tenant of Offred's room take their own lives, finding
their reduction to 'tbreeder" status intolerable.

In an article on "La Princesse de Cleves, r' Anne Leone has

argued that the Princess's flight from "the court to the

seclusion of her properties in Paris and Coulommiers and finally
to a convent and a country house in the Pyreneesrr--is an

"assertion of her self, and of her story, a refusal of the

courL's seemingly implacable processestr (36). Her withdrawals and

silences are construed by Leone as a rebellion from expectation,

as an assertion of self. If women respond to enforced behaviour

wíth "flightr in Lafayette's l-7th-century novel, in the feminist
dystopia suicide stands as a similar act of assertion and self-
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definition.
It is not surprising to see so many examples of women driven

mad in the feminist dystopia. Madness is a retreat for characters

like Belle-Anne Chornyak, ,Judy Matthews and ,Janine, allowing them

to inhabit a "kinder placet' away from the "nightmare" they live
dai1y. Madness in t.he feminist dystopia corresponds to Yalom's

definition: rtMadness is a tragic necessity, a boundary of

experience through which the sufferer passes, clutching the hope

that. a new life will be found on the other side" (89) .

In addition to madness and suicide, artistic creation also

affords a means of escape in the feminist dystopia, and its

rebelliousness lies precisely in t.he fact that emphasis is on

procreation, as opposed to imaginative or artist.ic output. Yalom

has demonstrated how patriarchal society pressures women "to
reproduce one's biological rather than one's imaginative seIf"
(9). In the patriarchal societies of feminist dystopias, not only

are women's creative faculties limited to their procreative

function, buL even here they are oft.en denied rrauthorship":

chil-dren continue to take their father's surnames, âs in Native

Tongue, and in the extreme case of The Handmaid's Ta1e, women

give birth only to provide offspring for infertile and impotent

members of the elite. Conception, too, is noL soIely a femal-e

enterprise, and as such "authorship" is shared.
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In The Handmaid's Ta1e, "The stains on the matt.ressu (49)

that Offred uncovers in her room must substj-tute for art. Here,

woman's ilbIood" substitutes for rrpaint, r' as it does in Isak

Dinesen's "The Blank Page,rr a story where virginal blood

excretions are mounted, framed and displayed like works of art by

a group of nuns in a convent. What lies behind such practices is
the way that the male gaze perceives a woman's body as an

esthet.ic object, which Adrienne Rich sees reflected in the words

of a male editor: rrYoung girls are poems; they shouldn't write
them" (Kalstone 57). In Woman-Hatinq, Andrea Dworkin visually
represents the conception of rtwoman as artrrin a diagram entitled

'rBeauty Hurts" that depicts the extremj-ties of a cosmetically

made-up woman. To highlight how rrwoman is art,'r at the bottom of

the diagram Dworkin includes the foll-owing riddle:

Q: !,fhy haven't women made great works of art?

A: Because they are great works of art'r (116) .

In the feminist dystopia outwardly suppressed creativity
most often hides an inward longing and desire to create. Even

those women given access to art and literature--the Wives, for
example, who are allowed to read and writ.e--nevertheless express

the desire to participate in creative expression, The infertile
Wives in The Handmaid's Tale are presented as needing to exercise

their creaLive and procreative energiesi as Offred notes, the

knitting of scarves and the nurturing of gardens becomes the

Wives t'form of procreaLionr' (I44) .

In particular, feminist dystopias focus on the need of women
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to teI1 their own story, to write 'herstory' as opposed t.o having
hist,ory written about them--as well as being excluded entirely.
As sally Mcconnell-Ginet notes: ,,The traditional approach

to hist.ory [is] . the story. of . great men and their
great deeds" (10). Both Offred and the Barren House women

eventually t,eIl their taIes, and in doing so rebel from worl_ds in
which the role of woman does not include that of chronicling
their times. In telJ-ing their tales they al-so pursue what ,Julia
Penelope in Speakinq Freelv cal1s I'active" activities--speaking
and writing--which contrast with listening which she dubs

"passive" (xxxij-) .

In doing so, furthermore, they reclaj-m part of their
ancestral legacy. That. is, story-tel1ing has often been regarded

as a femal-e activity or genre. As Deborah Cameron notes in The

Feminist Critique of Lanquaqe: rrsome forms of linguistic activity
. are popularly associated with women (for example...

storytelling. . . ) " (4) . In the patriarchal set-up of the feminist
dystopia, however, storyt.elling becomes a male enterprise. Elgin
effectively dramatizes this patriarchal expropriation in the

relationship between Michaela and her husband Ned Landry. Ned is
a raconteur and values Michaela for her listening capacity.
After the birt.h of their child, however, Ned loses his "captivs"
audience, âs Michaela's energies become focused on the newborn.

consequentry, to maintain his place at centre stage, âs wel-r as

t.o "recl-aim" his audience, he hands his chird over to t.he

government. for experimentation purposes. Thus Elgin puts him in
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the posit.ion of having to choose one female stereotl4>e over

another; that he chooses woman as listener over woman as mother,

uggests a preoccupation with his own centrality.
Ihe desire to tell or create is also subversive in t.he

feminj-st dystopia because it facilitates self-expression and is
at odds with the cont,rolling mandate of a t.ot.alitarj-an state.

, Furthermore, since artistic creation has an imaginative

component, it is at odds \¡tith a patriarchal- emphasis on logic and

reason. As a means of expression, it is potentially anarchic in
societies where how and what. one expresses is monitored and

.gr_ven.

. According to t,he preface t.o Native Tonque, the narrative
i, that foll-ows is group-authored: it is a work of fiction written

by "the women of Chornyak House.r' Moreover it. is "the onJ-y work

of fiction ever written by a member of the Lines'r (5). Although

the women of Barren House are permit.ted to write, they are

restricted to academj-c, scholarly pieces, in which their
' contributions are not sufficiently recognized. The rrauthors" of

Native Tonque overcome this problem by the insertion of "chapter
epigraphs which quote twentiet,h-century feminist poetry'r (Bray

51). These \â¡omen, therefore, although they live in a world denied

Gilbert and Gubar's I'metaphorical penis,'r or pen, nevertheless
;

I manage to express themselves.

In Atwood's text, Offred's tale is equally subversive.

Offred makes reference throughout The Handmaid's Tale to both her

intense desire and need to relay rrherstoryrr: to have listeners,
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as opposed to being the one "listening.', As a Handmaid, however,

offred is denied bot.h writ,ing and reading mat.eriar in the
reg'ime's attempt to prevent women from obtaining knowledge that
might lead to a questioning of the present order of things.
Knowledge is forbidden offred, âs it was forbidden Eve in the
Garden of Eden; and Like Eve, offred is simil-arIy tempted by

knowledge--here in the form of magazines and books stored in the
Commander's office. offred's eventual taste of "forbidden fruit"
leads to sins of "t,hought.": the contemplation of the extent of
her subjugation. offred's being denied a pen resul-t,s in her
production of an oral narrative, as opposed to a written one,. it
is only lat.er that her experiences are presented in a written
format. she j-s forced to 'rrel-I, rather than wrj-te, because r have

nothing to write with and writing is ín any case forbidden" (37).

Not "written ín sLone,' oral narrative is easily subjected to
rrerasure" and foreshadows the symbolic ilerasure'r of offred,s
experience when male transcribers edit 'herr story.

offred's reaction, when she first comes in contact with a

pen again, is erotic: t'The pen between my fingers is sensuous,

alive almost, r can feel its power, the power of the words it
contains. Pen is Envy And they were right. rt,s one

more thing I would like to steal,, (]-'74). Here, Atwood mocks

Freud's theory of "penis envy" by suggesting that writing is a

form of aut,oeroticism. While Freud sees 'rpenis envy" as

motivated by a female lack, offred's coveting of the pen is
motivated by a feeling that words are more powerful than the
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phallus and that she is the one who holds this power in her

hands. In this way Atwood suggests t.he connection between

women's repressed sexuality and her repressed creativity in the

dystopic wor1d. Both are attempt.s by patriarchy to undermine and

keep woman from becoming rrwhole. tr

Story also becomes a means by which Offred rebels from her

oppressors constant monitoring, symbolically represented by the

"eyeil on the ceiling of her room; like autobiography, story
enables her to gain control over her own psyche, in an att.empt to
access herself and validate her own experience. St.ory provides

Offred. wit.h the opportunity to communicate that is denied her by

the Regime's intolerance of sharing, bonding, or friendship (49).

She is like Scheherazade, in The Arabian Nicrhts, who musL tel-l
stories t.o remain alive.

Story also alIows Offred a means of determining her future
in a world where she is veritably cont.rolled by ot.hers:r'If it,s a

st.ory I'm telling, then I have control- over the ending" (37) .

Hel-ene Cixous has commented on the need of women to "write
themselves" in order to "recl-aimrr themselves. In both 'rThe Laugh

of the Medusa" and The Newly Born Woman Cixous emphasizes writing
as a prerequisite for women's 'twholenessrr: "To wriLe--the act

that will 'reaIj-ze' the uncensored relationship of woman to her

sexuality, to her woman-being giving her back access to her own

forcestr (Newlv Born 97). Offred tells her tale in the first
person, asserting her authority, professing her status as speaker

and author.
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unfortunatery, 'rherstory" ultimately becomes rhis story, r'

since it is male academics who end up editing and transcribing
offred's tapes. Patriarchy once again interprets woman,s

experience for her, thinks for her, feels for her. The

transcribers of Offred's tapes refer to her tapes as "crumbsn and.

lament that she lacked the "inst.incts of a reporter or a spy,,

(292). The reference to t'crumbs" releg'ates her escape to that of
folktale children and puts the transcribers in t.he position of
tracking her down. rn turn, by describing her performance by

reference to two typically male professions--the reporter and

spy--the male academics reveal their mascul-inist bias. Because

of fred's tale I'has a whif f of emotion recollected, if not in
tranquility, at least post facto, (295), it does not correspond

to patriarchal thought which rrrepresent Is] itself as ,'emotion-

less [, ] obj ective, detached and bod.iress,' (Grif f in xv) . rn
keeping with the satiric edge of the dystopia, however, Atwood

here also subverts the stereotlpe of woman as. transcriber or
secretary because it is now males who must transcribe a female
rrtext.'r Equally sati-ric is the way these male detectives
overl-ook the nature of Offred, s subversiveness

Graffiti in The Handmaid's Tale also functions as a subtle
expression of rebellion. rnspecting the floor of her closet
Offred comes upon the phrase, 'rNoJ.jte te bastardes carborund.orum,.

(49) rtDon't let the bastards get you d.own.,, Like the expression,
ttAunt Lydia Sucks't that. Offred finds later in the washroom at the
Red centre, rrrt was like a flag waved from a hirltop in
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rebellionrr (208-09) . Graffiti in Atwood's Lext is subversive in

several ways. First, iL carries a message to eyes denied reading

material; secondly, it functions as an artistic or creative

expression. Graffiti expert Paul Reiser has studied the

relationship between graffiti and art, and he notes how the

American artist Burhan Dogancay spoke of graffiti as 'rDrawings,

cofors, harmony, composition, poems" (96). Similar1y in The

Handwritinq on the Wal-l Ernest Abel and Barbara Buckley suggest

that ftEvery graffito can be seen and/or read as a miniature

autobiography" (13). Applying their insights to the feminist

dystopia, one might say that graffiti becomes women's

rrannouncements of identity, a kind of testimonial to

ltheir] existence in a world of anonymity" (16) .

Graffit.i is also subversive in that i-t violates taboos of

sexual purity; by featuring obscenities like I'sucks' and

nbastardsl it subverts the expectations of women as "chaste

vessels" that the regime is intent on fostering. Graffiti is al-so

often thought to be a t.ypically male form of release. In

becoming graffiti artists, Lhen, the Handmaid's express their

desire to access male territory, as wel-l- as to create.

To the same effect, in The Gate to Women's Country Tepper

offers what ,Judith Fetterley in The Resistinq Reader calls a

"revision" (viii) of Euripides's The Trojan Women. Tepper

rewrites the classic text from the woman's, or Iphigenia's view,

for the purposes of giving credence to the female voice and t.o

"counter the covert sexual biases" within the Classical t,ext
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(Abrams 209). Euripides's drama depicts a group of Trojan women

grieving over the losses of their homes and loved ones, after the

dest.ruction of Troy by the Greeks. Tepper's motive in rewriting
Euripides is expressed in the voice of her fphigenia, who quit.e

violently proclaims the ineptitude of the male poet who

undertakes t.o articul-ate female psychology: t'The words the poets

poured into my mouth were the prideful boasts of Argive

battalions ! They say I offered to die for Hellas ! What did I
know of Hellas? ! Men like to think well of themselves, and

poets help them do it" (56). In Iphiqenia in Aulis, Euripides

presents Iphigenia as ul-timately reconciled to the demand for her

own sacrifice in the hope that trnever more wLIL/ Barbarians wrong

and ravish Greek women, / nrag them from happiness and their
homes/In Hellas'r (370). fnvested with a new voice provided by

Tepper, Iphigenia speaks of hatred towards the fat.her who

sanctioned her sacrifice, subverting the response which Euripides

has her voice j-n Ïphiqenia in Tauris: rrI bear him [AgamemnonJ no

further iII wilI" (82). The myth retol-d from the female

perspecLive alIows Iphigenia to hate her male prosecutor; indeed,

her ascent from the realms of Hades, in Tepper's text, is
precisely for the reasons of cursing and avenging her father's
slaughter of her. If in Atwood and Elgin women must rrwrite

themselves" in order to maintain their sanit.y, in Tepper women

must "rewríte themselves" in order to voice female truths.

***
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Romantic love also becomes a means of rebellion in the

feminist dystopia because, like art, it threatens the dedication

to the collective required of a totalitarian regime. As Mart.ha

Wolfenstein has noted, the general absence of romantic love in
ut.opia stems from: 'rthe constant surveillance and deception

practised by authorities, regimentation of all aspects of life,
proscription of art and adornment, the cul-tivation of diffuse
esprit de corps in place of intense personal atLachmentr' (536) .

Similar1y, dyst.opic worlds forbid the blossoming of romantic

love, preferring instead to arrange marriagies based on the

genetic qualities of the partners. As such, when romantic love

does flourish in the feminist dystopia it is necessarily brought

Lo fruition behind closed doors. For women in the feminist

dystopia, romanLi-c love reflects a desire for personal fulfilment
and an enacLmenL of choice denied them by virtue of their gender.

In these texts, the angst felt by intense conformity and

repression gives way to rebellion via illicit or unconventional

love. While love itself is subversive in the feminist dystopia,

since it produces alliances and devot.ion to an individual and

because it facilit.ates erotic expression in worlds where

sexuality has a procreative function, homosexual or lesbian love

is doubly subversive in societies that are intensely focused on

reproduction. In Tepper's world, there is a deliberate attempt to
breed out homosexuality: 'rLhe women doctors now identified t.he

condition as hormonal reproductive maladaption, and corrected it
before birt,h" (76); in Fairbairns's world homosexuals go through
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intensive rehabilitation programs, a Lype of rrcorrect.ive

surgeryr',. in Atwood's world homosexuals are criminals whose

crime is "gender treachery, " and whose punishment is death.

According to Rich, lesbians are ilseen as embodiments... of

the great. threat to mal-e hegemony: the woman who is not tied to

the family, who is disloyal to the law of the heterosexual-

pairing and bearing" (Of Woman 252) . In the light of Rich's

comment, Lhen, it is not surprising to see such a prevalence of

lesbian rel-ationships in a genre which attempt.s to highlight
patriarchy's control over women

fn Fairbairns's text, lesbian love is perhaps most.

prevalent; the majority of the Feminists who inhabit Collindeane

tower openly profess their lesbianism. I-,ynn at the end of the

novel explores her lesbian tendencies, upon the realization that

she loves Marsha, just as earlier Marsha rebels from the

conventional heterosexual relationship in choosing Posy over

David Laing. Marsha's choice of a lesbian relationship is
partially mot.ivated by the belief that a same-sex relationship

means equality, whereas heterosexual pairing leads to dominance

and subservience. Ironically, however, the end result of Marsha

and Posy's relationship, âs expressed by Marsha, is J-nequality:
trl've goL to find something for myself. I've got to stop being

your bloody wife" (64) . In adopt.ing t.he heterosexual

relationship model of dominant and subservient, Marsha and Posy's

lesbian union provides no solution.

A similar theme of lesbianism in Native Tonque is dramatized
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in the attraction of Michaela to Nazareth: rrshe loved Nazareth

Chornyak, whose face she'd begun t.o seek out fj-rst whenever she

went into a room where linguists were; she knew she made excuses

to touch Nazareth as she passed her" (258). Michaela's lesbianism

is spurred on by a distrust of males: "Loving someone who

considered you only one small notch above a cleverly t.rained

domest.ic animal that is, loving any adult male--was not

possible for her. It would be a perversion, loving your masters

while their boots were on your neck" (258) . Michaela's love for
Nazareth, like Marsha's love for Posy, then, stems in part from a

desire for equality.

If Michael-a embodies lesbian tendencies in a world where the

only acceptable relationships are heterosexual ones, and where

gender roles are specifically outlined, Nazareth's romantic

leanings are ilLicit in another way. She envisions an adul-terous

relationship with .Tordon Shannontry--which, however, is thwarted

when he publicly condemns her. Nazareth's attempt to rebel-

against a loveless marriage, and to engage in a relationship of
feeling and desire, ends with her Father threatening Lo move her

to Barren House. It also results in the men's vicj-ous mocking and

denigration of her feelings. fn conversation with Thomas, Adam

Chornyak mimics a woman in love:'r 'J can just see it' rr he.

did his version of the bl-ushing maiden on tiptoe whispering

tender confidence int.o the bashful lover's ear. 'Oh ,JORdofl,' he

bl-eated in f alsetto, ' T 1UUUV you very very

much . ' its funny. Its so damn funny'r' (1-99) . In his mockery
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of Nazareth, Adam does two things: he sug'gests that woman lack

the capacity t.o int.erpret their own experiences, and he expresses

the view that. l-ove is an adolescent emotion.

In Tepper, too, love involves rebellion. Stavia's love for

Chernon causes her to break ordinances for him. Likewise, she

remains committed to her rendezvous with him in the Southlands,

despJ-te being warned by the magician Septimus and his nieces

t,hrough divinat,ion of an approaching tragedy. Perceived 1ove,

then, causes Stavia to Lurn a blind spot towards individuals she

trusts, like Septimus, âs well as her mother who discourages her

affiliation with Chernon. Rebellious love turns into tragedy with

Stavia's rape, and her consequent beating and abuse in the hands

of the Holy1anders. By going against her mother's wishes in

choosing to have a relationship with Chernon, Stavia becomes an

example of the way that love can be a rebellion from mat,riarchal

as much as patriarchal restrictions. Such an irony j-s in keeping

wiÈh Tepper's concern.with revealing the extent to whj-ch feminism

has adopted destructive patriarchal models.

In The Handmaid's Tale, romantic love by its very essence

constit.utes rebellion in Gilead, a society in which even

exLramarit.al sex is prescribed as dut.y. When Offred trj-es to

explain the meaning of "falling ín love,rt her Commander dismisses

it as magazine hype and states: t'Arranged marriages have always

worked out jusL as we1I, if not better" (206). Erot,ic desire

consequently becomes a crime for Offred, who continually

"hunger[s] to commit the act of touchrr (11) , and who is being
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indoctrinated int.o the belief t.hat mutual- attraction is
j-rrelevanL: rrBut you aren't expect.ed to love him. You'11 find

that out soon enough. ,fust do your duty in silence" (208) . At the

Red Centre, Aunt Lydia articulates Gilead's taboo agaínst

romantic love: ttLove, said Aunt Lydia with distaste Don't

let me catch you at it Love is not the point,'t (206).

In falling in love with Nick, Offred rebels against her role

as a "walking wombrr or as a woman who has intercourse only out of

duty, and asserts herself as a woman for whom touch and

intercourse is bot,h desired and pleasurabl-e. Her relationship

with Nick is also adulterous and subversive of patriarchal

ideology in the sense that. she belongs to Luke, the father of her

daughter. Eventually, too, it is love that allows for her

ult.imate acL of rebell-ion, her at 1east. temporary escape from

Gil-ead.

From the earliest stages of the Women's Movement, feminists

have point.ed out, what they perceive to be patriarchal biases in

the way language is used and coded. Robin Lakoff, in her

pioneerinq study, Lanquase and Women's P1ace, deals with the

power inequities inherent in the English language: "I think, that

women experience linguistic dj-scrimination in two ways: in t.he

way they are taught to use language,. and in the way general

language use treats them. Both tend to relegate women to

certain subservient functions" (4) . Most feminists, in fact,
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argue that language aids the patriarchal cause as effectively as

it ruptures the Feminist. desire for equality. Deborah Cameron has

noted how in "feminist Utopias... there is often some attempt at

a modified language" (L3); this, hol-ds equally true for the

feminist. dystopia, âs illustrated by the linguistic dilemmas

posed in both The Handmaid's Tale and Native Tonque

In The Handmaid's Tale, Offred comes to realíze the

importance of many things she took for granted before the birth
of the existent regime--towels in hotel rooms, hand lotion--, but

especially linguistic exchange: "I used to despise talk.
Now I long for it" (11). The power of language in The Handmaid,s

Tale is most immediately apparent in the regime's symbolic

erasure of the Handmaid's identity through name change. Critics
have usually dj-scussed or interpret.ed Of fred's name in one of t.wo

ways--both focusing on the way that her name, like that of the

other Handmaids, is designed to emphasize her inferiority.
First, âs "of fred" she becomes not rrof rr herself but a

possession. Second, the play on Ired" highlights her reproductive

role, her'duty as breeder. Thirdly, her name links her to

"offering" and suggests that she is a body to be sacrificed in
the interests of the patriarchy.

The regime's re-naming tactics constitutes a subtle

commentary on the Judeo-Christian tradition and the biblical
precedents on which Gilead is modelled. fn Genesis, Adam names

animals, "Lhereby, assertingi authority over them and subjecting
them to the service of humanity" (Mi11er and Swift t-9). when the
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regime renames the Handmaids they are similarly viewed as

"chatteltr to be dominated, and subjected to a fate of I'service. "

Offred's name, however, also suggests rebellion or deviance,

her desire to cast "off" the restrictive trredrr garments that are

proscribed her. As such, she simultaneously stands as a symbol of

repression and rebellion, and her name functions as a container

of the contradictions within her. One the one hand she must

parade obediently as rrbreederr'; on the other hand she wants to

think, and write, or be more than body.

In her attempt to rebel against both her object. and

procreative status, Offred continually gains strength by t.hinking

of her former name, and in the process suggest.s the connection

beLween identity and name: "f repeat my former name, remind

myself of what I once could do, how others sa\Át me" (91) .

Stat.ements like rrMy name isn't Of f red" (79) express on the

surface the desire to reclaim a rrlostrr name, but symbolically

they represent a desire to reclaim a "Iost" self. Like the

graffiti found in the closet, or on the bathroom walls, offred's

'rthought crimes" of reclaiming her name, speak a silent

rebellion.
At.wood also use Of f red's tete a tete's with the Commander to

highlight the connection between sexual and linguistic j-ssues. In

the privacy of the Commander's study, Offred plays the word game

Scrabble. As she holds the wooden IeÈters of the board game she

feels 'tvoluptuous. This is freedom, an eyeblink of it" (131) .

offred's erotic reaction whiLe playing Scrabble echoes her
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earlier feelings about holding a pen. Yet when the word she

chooses is "zygoLe"--i.e., fertilized egg--her indoctrination as

a reproductive vessel becomes clear.

Offred's fascj-nation with language stems from her

recognition that a control over language offers her an escape

from her current oppression. The connection between language and

freedom made by Helen Ke11er, and articulated by Casey Miller and

Kate Swift in Words and Women, can be equally applied to Offred:

When Helen Kell-er made t,he connection between the word
water and the cool- substance flowing from a pump across
her hand, she ceased to be a litt1e animal, trapped in
the prison of a deaf, mute, and sightless body, and
became again a being capable of human growth and
comprehension. "That living word awakened my
sou1, " she wrote in her autobiography, rrgave it Iight,
hope , joy, set it. free ! "

(L4e)

The wooden Scrabble blocks provide Offred with a similar

"1ight, hope, [and] joy. "

If oppressed women like Offred recognize the power of.

language, so do her oppressors, as their denj-al of reading and

writing material to the Handmaids suggests. Commenting on the

historical promotion of illiteracy in \^¡omen, and minority groups

like the black's during the Civil War, Deborah Cameron

identifies the political agenda: rrPowerful groups have guite

specific fears that the ability to read and write, should it
spread among the powerless, will facilitate opposition and

eventually mass revolt," (5) .

As the title of her novel suggests, Elgin is particularly
concerned with the relationship between women, patriarchy, and
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language. Indeed, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, as echoed by

Nazareth Chornyak, becomes the premise for Elgin's text: rras more

and more litt1e girls acquire Laadan and begin to speak a

language that expresses t.he perceptions of women rather than

those of men, reality will begin to change" (250). This sentiment

is equally expressed by present-day Feminists who expose the way

that language conventions encode sexism--the use of rrherr to
represent humankind, for exampfe--and who perceive the re-making

of language to be a fundamental step t.owards an egalitarian
reaIit.y. Like Offred, the women in Elgin recognize that t.hey must

exercise control over language in order to exercise control over

themselves.

It is under the guise of working on Langlish--i.e., a

nonsense language--that the women are able to work on Laadan, a

uniquely rrwoman's language. " Langlish, the nonsense language,

retains Èhe same suffix as English, and as such Elgin implies

that English is a type of patriarchal nonsense. The Barren House

women's desire for a rrwoman's languagerr stems from the

recognition that current language conventions exclude

women:rrThese women had taken on the task of constructing a

language that would be just for women. A language to say the

things that women wanted to sây, and about which men always said

'Why would anybody want to talk about that' '' (21-5) . The women's

linguistic plot remains undetected until the end of the novel--
the men believing the woman are too sil1y and inept to come up

with anything subversive and revolutionary. Although ultimately
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however the plot is discovered by Thomas Chornyak, Michaela's

strategic murder of him before he reveals the plot. to the other

men ironically subverts the males' conception of the women as

inept.

In the feminist dystopia, it seems that "the medium of

language [is] the medium of salvation" (Yalom l-0L) for
patriarchally oppressed women. Language, like madness, arL,

suj-cide, and love, becomes a means of rebellion for woman who are

restricted emotionally, physically, creatj-veIy, and sexually.

fn these worlds, women interested in "finding out what's

happening on the moon" (Griffin l-4) are crudely rest.ricted by the

parameters of a patriarchal earth. fndeed, vromen and earth, or

nature, quite of ten become synonlrmous in the way that bot.h are

recurringly presented as material for men to rrtame. rr It can thus

be said that women in these texts assume the "rebel-liousrrstance
taken by nat.ure in the Margaret Atwood poem "Progressive

fnsanities of a Pioneer, 'r where man's des j-res to dominate nature

are continually t.hwarted by nature's resistance: "Things refused

to name themselves; refused/to let him name themrr (464). Vühile in

Atwood's poem nature proves vict.orious over man, in the bleak

worlds of feminist dyst.opias the firmness of the patriarchal

stamp prevents complete victory.
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coNcï,usIoN

In From Utopia to Niqhtmare (1962), Chad Walsh has

documented the way that the utopian novel has been supplanted by

the dystopian nove1, positing that the nineteenth-century dreams

of progress have been replaced by twentieth-century visions of

horror (1,7) . More recent.ly, in a L987 article entitled I'The Best

and Worst of Times,tr Warren Wagar describes the dystopia as I'the

peculiarly 20th-century form of utopia" and he notes how rrsince

the 1-920's, dystopias have replaced utopias on the best seller

lists and in the favour of literary critics" (l-02). By drawing

attention to the way that four contemporary women writers have

turned their attention to this genre, ffiy thesis lends further

support to such claims.

Tn turn, Ry thesis poses the question of why a growing

number of women are writing dystopias, and here a final

difference between the traditional dystopia and the feminist

dystopia begins to emerge. I have already noted t,hat what

distinguishes the feminist dystopia is not merely its use of a

female protagionist but also its indepth treatment of women's

issues--in particular, woman's lack of control over her own body

and the limited modes of rebellion. Internally, Èhe feminist

dystopia accords with Eugen Weber's observation that the dystopic

writer "is defeated before he [sic] starts to write" (445) . In

the very act of writing a dystopia, however, the woman writer is
not t'defeated" but empowered. Specifically, she ironically
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challenges or subverts the "defeatist" posture of the women

presented in the narrative by appropriating two traditíonaIly
male roles: that of social critic and prophet.

Glen Negley has noted that the dystopia has been a

"conLinuing form of social, political, and literary criticism
(xviii) and in The Politics of the Feminist Novel ,fudi Roller
asserts that feminist texts are necessarily political in that

"they suggest a need for basic change and restructuring in
government, culture, and society" (6). The writer of a feminist

dystopia, then, engages in a doubly political acL: she writes in
a genre that is overtly recognized as a vehicle for social

criticism and thus advances int.o the very political arena from

which she has tradit.ionally been excluded.

To the extent that the feminist writer of dystopia focuses

on the "facts" of the present, she also subverts the cultural
notion that women tell- "stories'r rather than the "truths" and the

biblical association of women and duplicity: I'And it is said that
r,.¡omen are the fountain, the flood and the very root of deception,

falsity and lies" (Griffin l-2) .

Conversely, given the futurist nature of speculative

fiction, the feminist writer of dystopia assumes a prophetic

stance, and in doing so she challenges the ,Judeo-Christian

tradítion which reserves this role for males. To the extent that

"life imitates art,rr in envisioning the future she also takes

control of her own fate, just as in revj-sioning the past, she

rewrites her own history. In turn, in forecasting the future on
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the basis of the present, and by grounding the future in the

historical past., she also subverts the idea that women's fict.ion
is escapist and takes the form of wishfulfilment fantasy.

In this context, another current Ij-terary phenomenom

requires attention: namely, the fact that there is a considerable

amount of generic scholarship devoted to feminist utopias but

hardly any to the feminist dystopia. One explanation might

simply be that there seems to be more of t.he former. Thus

critics like Marleen Barr and Nicholas Smith, along with Carol

Kessler, have noted the presence of a feminist utopic lineage

"that would develop from Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward and Louisa

May Alcott through Bradley and Gilman to l,e Guin, Russ, and

Charnas" (Gubar 80).

There is also the possibility that this recognition of the

utopic element in feminist speculative fiction is due to the

ironj-caIly optimistic nature of the feminist dystopia--that is,
its ultimately empowering nature. Because this seems to be a

basic difference between dystopias by men and women, then here we

could also evoke the political notion that, it is hegemony of the

male model and the failure of the feminist d.ystopia to conform

that is the cause of its lack of critical recognition.

Another explanation that must be entertained, however, can

be found by considering the nature of the critique that operates

in the feminist dystopia. If women's victimization by the

patriarchy is one of the genre's major concerns, another is the

way that women may have internalízed such power politics in their
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own agendas. As much as it ascribes to the basic ideology of
feminism, in short, the feminist dystopia also questions

simplistic ideals of its implementation and identifies potent.ial

dangers. If one overlooked this element of self-criticism, it
would be very easy to see the dystopia as promising a "utopic
feminist" future ¡ íf one did notice this element of self-
criticism, one might well prefer to ignore the feminist dystopia

in favor of the more 'rsisterly" feminist ut.opia.

It may also be this desire torrsee the clouds from both

sides" that explains why feminists like Elgin, FaJ-rbarins, Tepper

and Atwood have chosen fiction rather than a political- platform

to advance the "cause. r' Not only are they utilizing the

traditional association of the novel and political protest--t.he

rise of the novel as a middle-class art form that critiqued the

upper classes--but also adapting this assocj-ation to the present,

where the upper-classes are not merely the patriarchy but also

the dictates of feminist correctness. In appropriating male-

dominat.ed genres like science fiction, they doubly fu1fil the

functj-on that Anne Cranny-Francis associates with such

transgressiveness: to "give the traditional readership . a

new and stimulating perspective (2) . In the case of the feminist
dystopia, the t'traditionaL readership" includes not, only a male

audience but also an ideol-ogically-biased feminist readership.

The value of the feminist dystopia, therefore, lies in its
ability to provoke "thought crimes,,of all kind.s and to encourage
t'freedom of speech" in the broadest sense of the term. In this
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wây, the feminist dystopia does more than simply complement or

correct male perspectives with female ones; it can al-so provide

the ground base for a genuine revision of the dynamics and

potent.ial of the genre.
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